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This th€sis sxamiLes rhe two current Army methcdclogiss,
BTMS and TMACS, fcr planning and costing unit training
events. In the process of examining the methodologies, this
thesis reviews categories of training and the develcpmerr of
equipnent operating cost factors. An additional training
resource control scheme, the Jashne model, is also
presented. A model based on regression techniques is
developed for deteriining "che cost of battalion training
events. Conclusions are drawn on the applicability and
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A. THE CCHMANDEH'S CCNCERH
The battalion ccmmander in the Army of the 1980 *s is
conficnted with a myriad of necessary tasks. Training^
maintenance, administration, readiness and ether
requirements vie for attention on a daily basis. Resource
allocation and scund management are essential to maintaining
a combat ready battalicn.
"Frcm the Army's viewpoint, the basic management concept
is to assign a commander a mission, orovide him with tne
necessary resources to carry out tnis mission, and held
him accountable for the judicious use of these resources
and the proper execution of this mission. . .assignment
,
planning and direction of missions must be integrated
with resources consumed to achieve sound management
practices." [Ref. 1]
Provision for and consumption of resources, however,
does not define the total realm of the commander's
responsibility. The commander must also project the
resources required fcr the mission and compete for their
allocation in an austere environment. Limited availability
of time, fuel, manpower, facilities, and dollars requires
sound planning, programming, and utilization of resources.
"If we hope to be ready. we must justify our resource
needs (plan), successfully compete fcr allocation of
these resources (program and budget) and account fcr the
public trust expressed in these allocations." [Ref. 2:
p. 3]
The force that drives resource requirements is the unit
training program. The training program delineates unit
activities for a defined period of time and is, in essence,
the ccmiander's "performance contract". Formulating,
12

resourcing and conducting this program is clearly the
commander^s concern. Present day systems exist to aid the
commander in developing and executing this program.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the inputs
and considerations in developing the training program. The
two current Army methodologies for planning, programming,
and resourcing unit requirements, the Batalion Training
Management System (ETMS) and the Training Management and
Control System (TMACS), will be examined. An additional
scheme, the Jaehne Model, will also be presented.
Shortcomings of these methods will be noted and an
alternative technique will be proposed.
B. INPOTS AND CONSIDEEATIOSS TO THE TRAINING PROGRAM
1 . Gen era l
The basic subunit of the training program is the
training event. The training program itself is merely the
carrier in which the training evenns, and the actions
necessary tc support them, are scheduled. The events of the
program can be classified as follows:
a. Directed by Department of the Army
b. Directed by Higher Headquarters
c. Determined as necessary by the Battalion
Commander
2« Department of the Army Directed Training Event s
The Department of the Army directed events were
established to provide a measure of standardization for
training in Army units, as well as establishing criteria for
identifying deficiencies in unit readiness. Published
guidelines prescribe the frequency and level of unit
participation for each event. Measures of performance are
provided -co determine the actual readiness posture of the
13

unit. Additionally, Department of the Army tasks uni-^s to
conduct activities peculiar to the Army mission in support
of the Department of Defense and Joint Service missicns.
Seme of the mandatory events are:
a. Readiness training of Individuals, Crews, Units-
Standards for all Army units
b. Readiness training of Individuals, Crews, Unirs-
Standards for specific battalions
c. Joint Training Exercises-REFORGES, Brave
Shield, etc.
d. Special Iraining-Jungl-5 Warfare School,
Arctic Warfare School, etc.
€. Support to National Guard and Reserve Components
3- Higher Headqu arter s Directed Training
These events consist of requirements generated at
Corps, Division, and/or Brigade level required by local
missions and conditions. These mandatory events include,
but are not limited tc:
a. Field Training Exercises (FTX)
b. Command Test Exercises (CPX)
c. Special Training (local peculiar) -Amphibious
landing training, etc.
d. Post Support Activities
e. Community Relations Activities
^ • ^LLI Commander Determined Training
As The commander evaluates the proficiency of his
unit, deficient areas and requirements to sustain
proficiency are identified. Based on his perceptions of
unit status, the following mandatory events may be lisred:
a. Individual soldier proficiency training





Management of the multi-echelon requirements is a








Figure 1-1 Onit Training Management Process.
The Department of the Army has initiated a program
that standardizes training management methodology. This is
the Battalion Training Management System (3TMS)
.
The Battalion Training Management System (BTMS) was
implemented in 1975 to provide standard guidelines for
formulating taslcs associated with the planning, preparation,
conduct, evaluation and reporting of unit training. BTMS
stresses logical, sequential planning and coordination of
training activities. This allows each of the various levels
of requirements to be thoroughly developed and coordinated
throughout the course of the training period.
15

Th€ training program consists of three planning and
programming decision periods. These are: the long range,
the short range and the near term plans. In succeeding
sections, the roles and interdependencies of the plans will
be highlighted.
2. Lena Ran^e Plan
The battalion's long range plan is broad in scope
and provides a general direction to the unit program. Ihe
products and actions of the long range plan are given in









-Projected requirements and training events
-12 tc 2U month planning calendar
-General guidance
Figure 1.2 Long Range Plan.
Changes to the long range plan are made as the short
and near term plans are updated.
3- Short Term Plan
Short range planning converts the long-range
training program into a series of training activities and
gives detailed guidance to subordinate units on the conduct
of the training. The actions and products of the short




-Update cf current unit status
-3 to U month planning calendar
-Specific training objective and guidance
-Appropriate training methods
-Assigned responsibilities
Figure 1.3 Short Range Plan.
^ • M^L 1%L1 Rl^H
Near term planning provides the detailed schedules
that control and coordinate unit daily activities, and gives
specific guidance to personnel involved in the training
process. Fig. 1.4 gives the products and actions of the
near term plan [Ref. 3: p. 1-14].
-Review cf short range guidance and training objectives
-Review cf ongoing training
-3 to 6 weeks ahead for Active Component
I
-3 months ahead for Reserve Component
-Qualified trainers/evaluax.ors
Figure 1.4 Near Ten Plan.
5 • Resourcing
The long ranee, short range, and near term plans
identify events and activities that require resources and
support. The resource process is based on the events and
activities identified in the planning stages. Fig. 1.5



















Figure 1.5 Resource Phase.
The Training Management Control System (TMACS) is a
resource planning tocl available to assist the commander and
his staff in developing training plans that can be conducted
within resource levels. The following sections will provide
a general overview of TMACS and its* interface with BTMS.
D. TEAINING MANAGEMENT COHTBOL SYSTEM (TMACS)
1 . Purpose
The Training Management Control System (TMACS)
provides a simple, interactive training resource planning




2. System Inputs and Considerations
a. General
Prior to a general description of how IMACS
operates and its' irterface with BTMS, the development: of
the input data base and terminology will be discussed.
b. Common Costing Methodology for Unit Training
(CCMUT)
CCMUT delineates the method by which Army units
determine costs of training. It provides standard
definitions of training and factors for capturing
weapcEs/ecuipment usage costs.
Training is defined in terms of Battalion Days
(BD) , and Battalion Training Days (BTD) . A Battalion Day is
a calendar day or portion thereof (measured in increments of
1/2) during which a battalion or battalion equivalent is
engaged in a defined activity. A Battalion Training Day is
defined as a battalion day of activity planned or
accomplished for the primary purpose of training. A
Battalion Equivalent is a factor assigned to units smaller
than a battalion.
Battalion days are accounted for by assignment
of a Training Event Category Code (TECC) . TECC* s are those
training activities approved by all Major Commands -co
provide commonality in budgetary considerations by event.
Definitions of TECC's are provided in Appendix A.
c. Cost Factor Development
(1) Recognizing the need to determine unit
training costs, the Army has adopted a data collection
methodology to provide mileage/usage cost factors and cost
of repair parts and fuel.
19

(2) The Tactical Unit Financial Management
Information System (TUFMIS) automatically details dollar
commitmerts for repair parts for each Weapon Equipment
System Designator Code (WESDC) by battalion on a monthly
basis. In addition, the unit manually collects and reports
WESDC operational data (fuel consumed, miles driven, hours
operated, etc.)
(3) When this data collection plan was
initiated, operational figures were collected on all WESDC's
by all units. The requirement for data collection and
recording became a significant time burden. To lessen this
task, the ccncept of the cost driver was implemented. Cost:
drivers are those WESCC's that collectively account for 95%
of total fuel and repair parts consumed at the installation
level. As an alternative to collecting data from the whole
population, sampling techniques may be used to derive the
operational inputs of the cost drivers. Sampling will free
maneuver units from collecting data all equipment.
"We feel the workload savings to be derived from
sampling will more than offset the potential loss of
precision and should provide results which are
reasonable and sufficient for management purposes."
[Ref. U: p.5]
(4) When the TUFMI3 data and operating figures
are collected, they are aggregated at the installation level
and by a simple averaging process, the following cost
factors are calculated:
a. Cost of fuel per mile/hour of operation
b. Ccst of orgarizational repair parts per mile/hour of
operation
c. Cost of organizational repair parts per gallon of
fuel consumed
d. Miles/hours operated per gallon of fuel
20

The data base is updated semiannually and
revised factors are published [Ref. 4].
E. THACS INTEfiFACE BITH BTMS
1 . Cet srm ininq rbe Training Plan
As previously mentioned, the planning process
develops the trainirg avents necessary to support the
missions and goals of the unit. For input to TMACS, these
events are classified as optional or required, prioritized
and quantified. The quantification consists of determining
the size and type of unit, as well as the utilization
estimates for each vehicle/weapons system required for the
event. This input, coupled with the CCMUT definitions and
the cost factors in the system data base, allows TMACS to
compute resource requirements. A linear programming model
is the basis for optimization of the training program as a
function cf the priorities determined by the commander.
2. Unconstrained Mode
Eased on the commander's priorities, TMACS lists the
initial training program in an unlimited resource
environment. This mode calculates the number of BC/BTD
required and provides a total cost figure by event. All
events are categorized as "CAN BE CONDUCTED".
3- Constrained Mode
After calculating the total program cost, assigned
resource levels are entered. The linear program optimizes
the training program subject to resource constraints. The
ouput of the program consists of those projected events
which can be conducted within resource constraints and thos'9
which cannot be met. The total resource requirements for
the "CAN BE CONDUCTED" and the "CANNOT BE CONDUCTED" events
21

are alsc provided. The commander may then perform
interactive analysis by changing priorities, events-, and
unit participation level to arrive at possible alternatives
to the initial optimal event mix.
^- Programming the Training Plan
Once the training strategy has been developed, a
long range planning calendar is finalized and guidance
provided to the subordinate units to help prepare short
range plans. The units translate the program into a
practical series of training events, arrange for, and
allocate resources needed for the training.
5« Mcnitorinq the Training Plan
As events of the short -cerm period are conducted,
the actual training costs incurred are entered intc TMACS.
The cost figures are used to update the data base, and
replace the cost estimates for that event previcusly
calculated by TMACS.
The optimization process should be redone at least
guarterly tc account for actual expenditures and changes in
the training program. This recalculation process may causa
transition of events from the "CAN BE CONDUCTED" to the
"CANNOT EE CONDOCTED" category (and vice versa) . The iipact
of events dropped ficm the program can quickly be assessed
and, if necessary, justification documents for additional
resources can be generated.
F. CCMMENTS AND OBSEEVATIONS
BTMS and TMACS are complementary processes that provide
a powerful management tool to the commander. However, the
data recording requirement may place a burden on units with
a large number of weapon systems and/or training events.
22

G. SHOHTFALLS IN THftCS
Althcugb TMACS provides reasonable predictive and
monitoring capability, it has shortfalls and deficiencies as
follows:
1. Data collection requirements may become a burden on
the unit,
2. TMACS requires operator training/expertise to employ.
3. System usage appears minimal. Peak demand for
service coincides with major budgetary milestones
[Hef- 5: p. 58].
4. THACS is oriented toward funds control as opposed to
management or training control [Baf- 7: p. 72].
5. TMACS does net compare available total time against
the desired total time [fief. 7: p. 72].
H. THE JASHNE HETHOC
Jaehne [Bef. 5] presented an alternative methodclogy to
TMACS and proposed a battalion level system that would
provide the commander with an internal cost control and
monitoring capability. Concern for deficiencies as noted by
Brown [Bef. 6] and Mitchell [Ref. 7] prompted his
examination of the financial control structure of Army
units. Erown [Ref. 6: p. 79] felt the dep*^ndency of TMACS
on cost factor input would produce questionable event costs.
Additionally, the inability of TMACS to derive indirect
costs associated with training was highlighted. Mitchell
[Ref. 7: p. 72] felt that TMACS did not optimize training by
providing xhe best mix of training events but rather
optimized a manually picked training sequence constrained by
budget, training areas, and field training time. He also




Jaehne's systam was based on capturing costs at th^
battalion level and correlating them to the training .events
conducted. The data to support this method was gathered on
the resource data collection sheex. Fig. 1.6, Each day in
the ccllection period was identified as a Non-training day
(weekend, holiday) or as a Major Activity day (range fire,
FTX, etc.) . All ether days w«re Garrison Training days.
Additionally, the tattalion equivalent participating in a
major activity was ncted.
The costs incurred for fuel, repair parts, ether
supplies, and ammunition consumed during each week was also
recorded. Fig. 1.7 provides an example of a completed data
sheet to support the model.
Based on the data collected, the commander is able to
identify the fixed operating costs and the marginal costs
for each type of training event. Plots of weekly costs
could easily be generated to provide gross costing figures
for "rule of thumb" analysis of expendirure -trends.
Tc validate the feasibility of this method, data on the
expenditures of two light infantry battalions of the Seventh
Infantry Division, Fort Ord, California, was collected for a
ninety day period. Although the time period was short and
the sample size small, the following observations could be
made about the results:
1. Historical data is effective in relating expenditures
tc training events conducted.
2. Data collection and maintenance of cost figures on a
continuing basis was critical to method
effectiveness
.
3. The time and human resources necessary to operate
this system were minimal.
Jaehne concluded [Ref. 5: p. 135],
"The proposed internal control system for battalions ...
illustratsd that historical unit cost data could be
2U
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Pigure 1.6 Data Collection iorlcsheet.
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collected and retairx<5d with minimal impact on battalion
operations. It is capable of separating fixed,
variable, and non-training day costs..."
I. SCOPE OF THESIS REPORT
This thesis focuses on developing a mathematical
model which employs an expanded historical data base to
identify the factors capable of predicting resource
consumption at the battalion level. This model will attempt
to define a "middle ground" between BT.^S/TMACS and the
Jaehne methodologies, as well as provide the commander with
a simple to operate, flexible tool for determining event
costs. Although the other systems are capable of
considering multiple resource types, this report will
concentrate on fiscal expenditures only.
In succeeding chapters, an examination of the general
characteristics of the mathematical model will be discussed
with an extension tcward fiscal management and control.
Following the description, a demonstration of the model's
applicability will be shown on an existing historical data
base. The results are then reviewed to determine model
efficiency and utility. Finally, conclusions and
recommendations are provided. This thesis attempts to
isolate key factors in fiscal expenditures and develop a
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* A Battalion/Division Munition Code
Figure 1.7 Completed Data Collection iorksheet-
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II. THE GENMAi MODEL
A. GENEBAL
The nathsmatical modal developed to predict training
event cost is based on multiple linear regression
techniques. The model presumes the existence of "predictor"
variables which affect the observed quantity of interest.
The "predictors" will be referred no as the independent
variables.
B. FIHST OBDER MODEL
In the case of n-1 independent variables,




Yj_ is the response of the ith observation
„ ,3^,... B _ are the regression coefficients of the
1 n-1 ^
independent variables
"^il' ^12' •••'^i n-1^^^ "^^^ independent variables (known
constants) of the ith observation
e^ is the residual term of the ith observation
i=1,2,3,...t indicate individual observations
28





' i.hk ' ^i <2.2)•i=z
k=;0
The expected value, E(Y) , of Egn. 2.1 becomes:
E(Y)=Bo-B^X^ H^X, ....6^_^X^_^ (2.3)
since E (e .) =0.
The mcdel depicted in Eqn. 2.1 is a first order model
with no interaction tetween independent variables.
C. HIGHEB CBDER flODEIS
If the effects of the independent variable, X , is net
linear, but appears curvilinear, it may be better expressed
by a power, e.g. X 2, x 3, etc. For axample, a regression
model of one independent variable, X-^ , of the form:
Y. =6^ +B,X., +6,, X2.^ + e . (2.4)
1 1 il 11 il 1
is classified as a second order model because of the
quadratic term X2 , Models of higher order are denoted in
similar manner, with rhe order of the mcdel equal to the




The response variable under consideration may also be
influenced by the interaction of the independent variables.
As an example of a model with interaction effects, a second
order model with two independent varables, X^, X^, can be
expressed as;
Y.= Bg.B^X^ «2^2"^1=^1 ^^2^2 ^^2=<r<2 * ' (2.5)
The presence of the cross-product term,X-[^X2 , indicates
the interaction of the variables. The possible presence of
interaction requires additional specification of the
cross-products of the variables.
E. MODEL BOILDING AND ?AfiIABLE SELECTION
1. As a first step in the model building process, all
variables pertinent to the problem should be identified. It
is important to note that the initial list should be as
comprehensive as possible. Admittedly, this list will be
large tut subsequent assessment techniques will reduce it to
a more reasonable size. The comprehensive listing will
contain variables that:
a. May not fce fundamental to the problem.
b. May be subject to measurement errors.
c. May effectively duplicate another independent
variable in the list.
Other independent variables which cannot be measured may
be deleted or replaced by proxy variables which are highly
correlated with them [Bef. 8: p. 372], Additional
examination of the variable list may suggest inclusion of




2. The list of variables must be kept to a minimum for
a variety of reasons. Regression models with a large number
cf independent variables are:
a. Difficult to analyze
b. Expensive to maintain
c. Induce measurement errors
3. The most common variable selection techniques are:
a. All possible regressions method
b. Stepwise regression method
c. t-direct€d search
summaries of these methods may be found in linear
regression texts. [ Ref - 9]
F. CCHPDIEB PACKAGES
Many computer packages contain regression subroutines of
various detail and complexity. The regression calculations
cf this report will employ the MINITAB package.
G. RESULTS OF HDLTIELE REGEESSIOH
''
• Coeffici ent s
The coefficients (3^ ,6 , etc. ) determined through
regression are those estimators that minimize the value:
Q = £ (Y^ - (6q+S^X.^+...) )^ (2.6)
i=l
This is the method of least squares. The estimators are
unbiased and are the most efficient linear estimators.
31

2 • Cce f ficiant cf Multiple Dererminat ion
The coefficient of multiple determination, denoted
2
by R , measures the percentage of the variation of the
dependent variable that is explained by the set of
independent variables in the model. This value ranges from
to 1. A model that perfectly represents the data would
have a coefficient of 1.
3. Residuals
Ihe residual terms that are provided af-cer model
fitting are indicators of the suitability of the mcdel.
Residuals are defined as follcws:
e
.




Y. is the ith observation
1
Y. is the predicted value for the ith observation
1
Residual analysis is conducted by graphical techniques to
indicate violations of the basic assumptions or the emission
of higher order or interaction terms. This technique is




This chapter provides a quick overview of the principles
of linear regression and model forms. Extensive studies of
regression have been done and many textbooks are available
on the subject.
In the following chapters, the principles of the linear
model will be applied toward development of a technique to
identify key influences in training event cosx and to





As noted in the previous chapter, regression techniques
are especially applicable in developing predicrive models.
In estimating training event cost, it is obvious that there
are many variables that may have an effect on the resources
required.
This chapter will address the problem of identifying the
possible factors influencing the cost. These factors, by
design, should be readily measureabie and significant in
providing an adequate estimate.
B. THE BESEONSE VARIABLE
Many of the resotirces considered in conducting an event
are utilized only during the execution of training.
Personnel, training areas and time are examples of this type
of resource. Dollars, on the other hand, are committed for
a specific event in periods other than when the resources
are required. A major field exercise causes demands for
spare parts and supplies for several weeks prior to and
several weeks after the actual training is conducted. The
model tc be developed will use dollar expenditures as the
response variable, denoted as Y . For reasons to be
addressed in following chapters, the unit of measurement
will te dollars per day.
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C. THE PBEDICTOK VARIABLES
1. With the response variable identified^ the
explanatory variables to which the model will be fit can be
selected. The selection of variables is based on
operational experience and data availability at rhe unit
level.
Some of the variables which could have an effect on
event cost include, but are not limited to, the following:
a. Unit effect-Influence attributable to guidance
and priorities of the commander.
t. Cycle effect-Influence attributable to
alternating training and support cycles.
c. Event effect- Influence that the nature of the
event carries, to include lead/lag characteristics.
d. Fiscal quarter effect-Influence attributable to
quarter of the fiscal year.
€. Environmental effect-Influence attributable to
geographic location of post/training facility.
f. Organizational effect-Influence attributable to
level of mechanization/ technology in the unit.
g. Force activity effect-Influence attributable to
Department of the Army imposed readiness posture.
Effects a-d are easily measured at the unit level while
effects e-g may be impossible to quantify.
This listing is by no means all encompassing. Levels of
data availability and other location peculiar factors may
also be considered.
2. As may be evident by consideration of some of the
variables listed above, a qualitative rather than
quantitative measure may be necessary. Quantitative
variables take on values well defined by scale (speed,
width, weight, etc.) . Qualitative variables, on the ether
hand, are indicative in nature (male/ female, on/off, etc.).
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For regression calculations, qualitative variables are
treated in the same manner as quantitative. As one of the
goals of the model is to reduce the data coll-3ction
necessary to produce cost estimates, the presence of
qualitative variables is highly desireable. Most
qualitative variables take the value or 1, indicating the
absence cr presence of a factor.
3. The effect of leading/lagging expenditures must also
be considered in any listing of possible factors. Because
of the inherent delays in the logistics system, supplies and
spare parts required for an event musz be requisitioned
several time periods prior to anticipated use. Moreover,
equipment utilization generates additional demands that may
not be processed for several time periods after event
completion. It is obvious that the type and duration of the
event would affect the lead/lag span of demands.
D. IHITIAL ASSOMPTICNS
For preliminary model fitting, the following assumptions
are made:
1. Effects of the independent variables are additive.
2. Tfcers is ro iiiteraction between variables.
In the following chapter, an existing historical data
base will be examined and analytical techniques will be





Identif icaticn cf independent variables capable of
predicting training event cost can best be accomplished
through analysis of historical data. To -chis end, a listing
of the expenditures in support of the Fiscal Year 1932
Annual Training Program of the Seventh Infantry Division,
Fort Ord, California, was acquired. The expenditure reports
are provided on a recurring basis through the TDFMIS
reporting system, detailing the general supplies and repair
parts commitments by battalion.
Only a portion cf the Divisional units were examined;
namely, the six maneuver battalions of the First and Second
Infantry Brigades.
The training events that were considered were extracted
from the Division Master Training Schedule. This schedule
divided the training period into 51 7-day training
weeks (Sunday through Saturday). Two partial weeks were also
included; specifically, the period 1 to 3 October
(carry-over from FY-81) and the period 26-30 September (lead
in to FY-83). The figures derived for the pariiial weeks
were included in the analysis.
The iraster schedule se-cs forth the time periods for
major events. Higher headquarters directed training is
reflected at division level. At the battalion level, only
major events and support missions are listed. These events
include
:
1. Field Training Exercises
2. The Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP)
3. Joint Readiness Exercises
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4. Special training exercises (Jungle operations
school, amphibious landing school)
5. Guard/Funeral detail
6. Support to National Guard and Reserve Ccmpcnent
Annual Training
7. Beaction Force
The majcr training events for First and Second Brigade
are listed in Appendix B an d Appendix C, respectively.
In the remainder of the chapter, rhe results of the data
analysis will be reported and an initial listing of key
influence factors will be provided.
B- DATA BECONFIGOHATION
The freguency of TUFMIS reports detailing fiscal
commitments did not correspond to the training week
structure of the Master Schedule. In the course of the
year, fifty reports were issued, with the time period
between repcrts ranging from two to thirteen days. To
relate period expenditures to events conducted, the data was
reconfigured to align it with the training program.
As a first step, the TUFMIS based average daily cost was
calculated fcy dividing total period commitments by period
length. These figures were used to assign a cost to each
day of the year, frcm which the training week average daily
cost was derived. The cost figures derived for each
training week for each battalion are listed in Appendix D.
C. COMMENTS AND OBSEEVATIO NS
Because of the lew resolution view of the training that
the Master Schedule provided, it was impossible to determine
whether, in fact, training had been conducted en a
non-training day (Saturday, Sunday, holiday) . Additionally,
the designation of major events m week long increments did
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not allcw for identification of prsparation days (as a
deployment exercise might contain) or any other deviation
from the set time period.
When the data structure is viewed in relation to
BTMS/TMCS, the concept of BD/BTD and Battalion Equivalents
is disregarded due to the nature of the schedule.
D. SMOOTHING THE DATA
The cost figures derived in Section B were plotted
against the training week. Plots are listed in Appendix E.
The plots were examined to determine the existence of a
general expenditure pattern. Cost increases appear
regularly with abrupt changes in magnitude, but a clear
indication of the correlation of daily cost to training
event was net discernable. In order to get a clearer view
of the data, a smoothing process was employed.
The purpose of smoothing is to find a general pattern in
the data, free of detail. Because of the possibility of
influential outlier values, a method of smoothing should be
used that retains the shape of the data, yet does not
eliminate certain points, as a typical data trimming
procedure might. Fcr this reason, a single application of
Tukey*s method of running medians of three with end point
rule was dene [Ref. 10: p. 2 10]. This gives a better view of
the "tig picture" and eliminates the effect of outliers.
Daily ccsts after smoothing are listed in Appendix F. Plots
of the smoothed values versus the training week are given in
Appendix E. The difference between the plots of the smooth
and raw data is clearly evidenx when plots from the same
unit are compared. The trend of the smooth data is




As in ragressicn, the residuals derived from the
smoothing process mcst be examined. The equivalent error
term is known as the "rough", with the general relation
written as:
DATA = SMOOTH + ROUGH (4.1)
The roughs were plotted against the training week as
listed in Appendix E. They appear to have median value
around zero but demonstrate hateroscedacity and some time
dependency.
The smoothing process removes the influence of outliers
not explainable by the training schedule yet dees not
significartly change the general nature of the data. The
smoothed data would be preferable to use for the remainder
of the analysis.
The Smirnov test was conducted to determine if the
distributions of the raw and smoothed data are the same.
Formally:
Null Hypothesis:! he distribution of the smoothed
data is the same as the distribution of the raw
data.
Alternative Hypothesis: The distributions are not
the same.
Test summary listed in Table I.
Smoothed values will be used throughout the remainder of
the analysis.
E. OMIT COMPARISONS
As previously indicated, the priorities, goals and
objectives of the commander may be a factor in event cost.





1st Bn. . 132
2nd Bn. . 113
3rd Bn. . 132
Second Bd€.
1st Bn. .132












the median test was performed. The median was chosen du-? to
its' robust indication of csntrality and resistance to any
outliers remaining after smoothing. Formally:
Null Hypothesis: The medians of the First and
Second Brigade are the same.
Alternative Hypothesis: The medians of the
Brigades are different.
The test statistic provided by this procedure yielded a
critical level in excess of .25. Thus, the null hypothesis
is not rejected.
Comparison of the median daily costs in each of the
battalions was also considered. The hypotheses tested are:
Null Hypothesis: The medians of all battalions
are the saite.
Alternative Hypothesis: At least xwo battalions
have different medians.
The test statistic derived yielded a critical level of




In order to identify the events rhat caused significant
changes in daily cost, the data for each unit was sorted.
The indices of the training weeks provided showed the
relationship of events to high and low average daily costs.
The high and low cost events for each unit are listed in
Appendix G.
AETEPs and field training exercises appear to be the
major causes of cost variance. This is intuitively
plausible based on the fact that units prepare for these
events for weeks in advance. While on the event; however,
many of xhe routine rasks causing expenditures in the
garrison environment are delayed until the unit returns from
the exercise. The effect is not consistent, however, in:
1. Effect of lead/lag comraitx.ments-In some units,
lead/lag causes high cost, while other units'
lead/lag indicates low cost.
2. Lsngth of lead/lag period-Span of l3ad/lag
ccnmitments is not standard across units.
Additionally, it appears the start and end of a fiscal
quarter has some effect. This seems realistic, considering
the phencmena associated with end of year spending.
It is evident that major events do exert influence on
the surrounding weeks. As noted, however, it appears that
the strongest influence exists for a period about 4 weeks
before through U weeks after the event, with the pericd of
event execution not included in the span.
G. CICLIC INFLUENCE
A fundamental difference may exist in expenditures based
on the alternating training and support cycles. The median




Formally, the test is denoted;
Null Hypothesis: The median of the support cycle
expenditures is the same as the median of the
training cycles.
Alternative Hypothesis: The medians of the
support and training cycles are different.
Summary of the results is provided in Table II.
TABLE II
Median Test for Cycle Differences
NONREJECT/REJECT
DNIT CRITICAL LEVEL MLL HYPOTHESIS
First Engage ~ ~ "




3rd Bn. >.25 Nonreject
Second Brigade
1sx Bn. >.25 Nonreject
2nd Bn. >.25 Nonreiect
3rd Bn. >.25 Nonreject
Based on the information provided by the tests, there is
no difference between the medians of the training and
support cycles.
H. THE aOTCCOBHELATICN ISS OE
The lead/lag span issue suggests the presence of
autoccrrelation in the dara. The lag k correlation
coefficients for each unit were calculated and the results
listed in Appendix H.
Examination of the coefficients show positive
correlation at lags 1 through 4 weeks. The presence of
negative correlation at lags 10 or greater may imply a





The candidates fcr indepandenr variables are limited in
part by the low resolution of the data and the master
training schedule. The variables examined to this point
have been those inferred by comparing average daily costs to
events conducted.
Possible additional variables that may be considered are
the Battalion Training Days per week (as suggested by
Jaehne) , number of cost drivers utilized in each event, etc.
These variables may be derived through detailed data
collection or extracted from after-action reports.
Additionally, as this is a battalion level model,
company activities are not included in the master training
schedule. The influences exerted by company events could be
expected to be similar to those of battalion events.
J. IHDEFINDENT VARIABLE SELECTION
Based en the analysis of available data and the
inferences drawn from it, the following variables will be
included in the initial regression model:
1. Quantitative Variables
-lag 1 through Lag 6 expenditures
2. Qualitative Variables
-Conducting an event
-Four week period prior to an event
-Four week period after an event




W. FITTING THE HO DEL
A. GEHEfiAL
1. Ihis chapter describes the results of fitting the
identified independent variables to the daily expenditure
data. As noted earlier, the primary goal in the model
development will be to arrive at a simple to use predictive
equation that requires minimal data collection and personnel
expertise.
2. The independent variables that will be considered









-Four weeks before major event (Pr=-Ex)
-Four weeks after a major event (Post-Ex)
-Conducting a major event (On-Sx)
During the fitting process, additional variables may be
suggested, as well as interaction and/or higher order terms.
3. The fitting effort will begin by regression en on
all independent variables, followed by variable selection by
stepwise regression, with modification of variables as
necessary.
4. Through each step of the process, examination of
residual terms will be a major concern. Many of the
modifications will be based on the indications given when
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the residuals are plotted against time. Configuration of
the plots may suggest violations of the basic model
assumpticns or inclusion of additional variables.
5. All calculations done in this chapter were
accomplished through the MINITAB package [Bef. 11]-
6. In the following sections, the model results for
each battalion will be provided.
B- FIRST BATTALION, FIRST BRIGADE
1 . Res ult
3
Summary of the results listed in Table III.
TABLE III
Regression Summary-First Bn., First Bde-
ACTION VARIABLES IN MODEL R^ r2 ADJUSTED
Regression on Lag 1-Lag 6. On Ex, 66.2 57,7
all variables Pre-Ex, Post-Ex
Stepwise Lag 1, Lag 2, 61.36
regression On-Ex, Post-Ex
Regression en Lag 1, Lag 2, 63.0 59.7
selected On-Ex, Post-Ex
variables
Modification- Lag 1,Lag 2,0n-Ex 66.1 62.3
Add Fourth Pcst-Ex, Fourth
Quarter Effect
2 • Discussion
Examination of the plot of residuals when all
variables were included in the regression showed general
tendendcy about zero with a large increase in variance noted
around the fortieth week. When the regression was performed
with the variables identified by the stepwise process, a
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similar residual plot was obtained. As a first
modification, a qualitative variable indicating the Fourth
Quarter was included. This yielded an increase in R ^ ,
but did not significantly reduce the variance range. The
expenditure phenomencm of the Fourth Quarter is
characterized by widely fluctuating expenditures from week
to week. The model is very sensitive to this type of change
and cannot predict the large, abrupt changes in comittments.
Ccmputer listings in support of above calculations
are located in Appendix I.
C. SECOND BATTALION, FIRST BRIGADE
1. Results
Summary of the results listed in Table 17.
TABLE IV
Regression Summary-Second Bn., First Bde.
AC T 10
N
IARIAB^IS IN MODEL R 2 R 2 A DJO STED
Regression en Lag l-Lag 6. On-Sx, 62.5 53.2
all variables Pre-Ex, Post-Ex
Stepwise Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 59.02
Regression Post-Ex
Regression on Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 56.2 55.2
selected Post-Ex
variables
Modification- Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 59.7 55.2
Add Fourth Post-Ex, rourth
Quarter effect





Hsgression of the initial variables indicated the
presence of the Fourth Quarter effect and a tendency toward
positive residuals. Positive residuals indicate the model
is underpredicting the cost/day. Regression of the stepwise
selected variables centered the distribution of the
residuals toward zero but created some outlier points,
especially for weeks in the Fourth Quarter. When the Fourth
Quarter effect was included, it reduced the underpradiction
somewhat and removed seme of the effect of influential Lag 1
values. The R ^ value is acceptable but the variability of
the Fcurth Quarter is still obvious. when the variable
On-Ex was removed, the R 2 value stayed the same, implying
that Oc-Ex is not a significant variable. After final
modification, underpredict ion is still indicated and the
Fourth Quarter still shows the presence of a variable not
identified in the basic model formulation.
Ccmputer listings in support of calculations located
in Appendix J.
D. THIRD BATTALION, FIRST BRIGADE
1 . Results
Summary of the results listed in Table V.
2 . Discus sion
Regression cf initial variables shows a "right
opening hern" residual plot. The "horn" indicates the
variance associated with end of year expenditures and the
influence of outlier values in higher lags. Reduction in
the amount of lag varaibles as indicated by the stepwise
procedure isolated the "horn" toward the start of the Fourth




Regression Summary-Third Bn,, First Bde.
ACTION VARIABL5S IN MODEL 3^ R^ ADJUSTED
Regressicn en Lag 1-Lag 6, On-Ex, 68.8 61.0
all variables Pre-Ex, post-Ex
Stepwise Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 55.11
regressicn
Regression on Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 54.9 52.0
selected
variables
Modification- Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 56.1 52.2
Add Fourth Fourth
Quarter effsct
Modification- Lag 1- Lag 2, On-Ex, 58.8 54.0
Add Lag 3 Fourth, Lag 3
it reduced the variance slightly, indicating a stronger
Fourth Quarter effect than an indicar-or variable could
account for. This unit was seriously affected by a period
of large negative costs/day, which influenced the least
squares procedure thrcugout the regression process. These
large negative costs may have occurred through errors in
requisitions, turn-in of previously requisitioned equipment
with credit given, or errors in the TUFMIS system.




E. FIRST BATALION^ SECOND BHIGADE
1 . Bgsults
Summary of the results listed in Table VI.
TABLE VI
Begression Summary -First Bn., Second Bde.
ACTION VAEIABLSS IN MODEL B ^ r2 ADJUSTED
Regression on Lag 1-Laq 6, On-Ex,




Stepwise Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 46.34
regression Prs-Ex
Regression en Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 47.0 42.3
selected Pre-Ex
variables
Modification- Lag 1, Lag 2, On-Ex, 50.4 44.7
Add Fourth Pre-Ex, Fourth
Quarter effect
Modification- Lag 1, On-Ex, Pre-Ex, 50.5 46.3
Drop Lag 2
2 • Discussion
On initial regression, this unit, as in all others
previously examined, showed dramatic heteroscedacity in the
Fourth Quarter. The marked variations in week to week daily
cost negate the predictive power of the model and cause
variance changes throughout the course of th^ year. When
regression was performed on the selected variables, the
variability of the residuals was significantly reduced. On
the inclusion of the Fourth Quarter variable, the residual
variance was further reduced but -che heteroscedacity of the
Fourth Quater weeks still remained. Removal of the Lag 2
factor was done to limit the effect of cost/day changes.
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This impicv€d the adjusted R^ value but did not remove the
Fourth Quarter variance.
Ccmputer listings in support of calculations located
in Appendix L.
F. SECOND BATTALION, SECOND BRIGADE
1 . Besults
Summary of the results listed in Table VII.
TABLE VII


































Regression on initial variables indicated
overpredict ion but did not show the marked Fourth Quarter
effect noted in the ether units. Regression on the stepwise
selected variables increased the adjusted R 2 , but did not
reduce the overprediction . Introduction of the second
Quarter effect did little to improve the model.
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The modal fcr this unit was adversely affected by
abrupt changes in cost/day from week to week. Differential
costs in excess of $1000 per day caused large variaticr.s in
the residuals over a very short time span.
Computer listings in support of calculations locaxed
in Appendix M.
G. THIBD BATTALION, SECOND BRIGADE
1 , Results
Summary of the results listed in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII
Hegressiom Summary-Third Bn., Second Bde.
ACTION VAPIABLSS IN MODEL r2 r2 ADJUSTED
Lag 1-Lag 6. On-Ex,
Pre-Ex, Post_Ex
Begressicn on , 57.7 U7.1
all variables
Stepwise Lag 1, Lag 2 55. U6
regression
Regression en Lag 1, Lag 2 56.2 54.3
selected
variables




Initial regression yielded a much larger r2 than
ether units in this Brigade. The variation in residuals
appeared to be isolated in the fourth quarter and at
locations with large week to week cost differnces.
Regression of selected variables indicated the need for
inclusion of Fourth Quarter effect due to the dramatic
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changes in spending behavior. When the Fourth Quarter
variable was added to the model, improvement in residual
variance was noted, with the exception of several o"utlier
points.
Computer listings in support of calculations located
in Appendix N.
H. CCHMENTS AND OBSEFVATIOHS
The performance cf the linear regression modal appears
to be premising for prediction of daily costs with several
dramatic exceptions. These are:
1, Fcurth Quarter-The spending behavior associated with
the the final quarter of the fiscal year is critical
to the utility of the model. The "spend it or lose
it" attitude that prevails during this period causes
rapid ch.anges in expenditure magnitude from week to
week. Large transfers of funds between units are not
uncommon during this period, dramatically altering
an otherwise regular commitment pattern. The
qualitative variabl as used by the model are not
sensitive enough to take into account the changes in
pattern. The lag variables, while providing a good
indication cf spending during the first three
quarters, are markedly affecxed by cost/day
differences in spending that occur in the fourth
quarter.
2. Influence of outlier values-The inclusion of lag
variables in the model accenruates the effects of
large positive or negative daily costs. Although the
smoothing process removed some of the outlier values,
many still remain in the model. Due to the low
resolution of the iaza. source, the causes of the
extraordinary costs can not be identified and thus
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removed from the model. With a priori knowledge of
the causes of the outlier costs, they cculd be




H. SDMMARY AND CONC LOS IONS
A. SUHHiBT
Initially, the reader is exposed to the cctnniander's
concern for defining and allocating resources in support of
the unit training program. The training management process
is introduced, and the echelons of training requirements are
discussed. The planning formats in support of the program
development and their characteristics are listed. This
thesis examines the roles of the two current Army
methcdolcgies, BTMS and TMACS, with a view toward the data
collection requirements that they generate. An additional
scheme, the Jaehne model, is examined. This method relieves
the unit of much of the burden of da-a collection and
provides a quick "rule of thumb" for expenditure analysis.
The feasibility of this method is reviewed and its'
applicability for employment as a fiscal expenditure ccrtrol
system is highlighted.
Historical data provides some indication of the relation
of training activity to time. The confirmation of the
Jaehne model demonstrates the value of inclusion of
historical data in predicting training event cost. This
thesis proposes to use an expanded historical data base in
an effort to develop a mathematical model capable of
predicting daily cost.
The proposed modal utilizes multiple linear regression
techniques. First, some of the characteristics of linear
regressicr. models are reviewed. Possible predictor
variables in the unit training program are identified and a
discussion of sources of data in support of these variables
is made. These predictor variables are carried forward into
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the analysis of the expenditures of six light infantry
battalions for a complete fiscal year. Data analysis
techniques isolate an initial listing of nine independent
variables which are considered in the model fitting.
The model is fitted on a battalion by battalion basis by
regressing on all the initial variables. stepwise
regression techniques are then employed to identify the more
influential variables for further model fitting. Plots of
the residuals after each phase of the modelling process
imply the addition or deletion of other variables in the
model. Variables attempting to account for end of the
fiscal year spending phenomena provide some improvement in
the predictive capability of the model but were lacking in
removing the effect of the fourth quarter expenditures.
Additionally, the effect of dramatic changes in magnitude of
daily costs from week to week is illustrated by its'
influence on the behavior of model residuals.
B. CCHCIDSIONS
Based on the performance of the model on a low
resolution historical data base, the following conclusions
can be made:
1. Multiple linear regression models may be used to
supplement and verify the information provided by the
TMACS process.
2. Historical data may provide a useful predictor of
future training costs.
3. The proposed historical data based model relieves the
data collection burden of the unit.
f\
, The inclusion of additional relevant data intc the
model, such as the reasons for extremely high and low
average expenditures, would definitely improve the




Existing divisicr.al micro and mini computer support
systems could be expanded to do the calculaTiicns and
maintain the data base necessary to support this
methodology.
Additional purchases of software should include
statistical paclcages which contain multiple linear
regressicn routines.
D. SYSTEM CONTROL
Ccntrcl of the system at division level would be the
responsibility of the Division G-3. The Division G-3 is
responsible to the Division Commander for operational
control and training proficiency of divisional units. Since
the prcfosed methcdolgy supporrs training resource
management, it should fall under the control of the staff
section currently responsible for division training.
The proposed system could serve as a complementary
method to TMACS, providing a cost estimate for comparison
with the costs determined through the detailed cost factor
method.
E. FECCMHENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDI
Based on the results of the potential utility of this
model, the following areas for further study are
recommended
:
1. The applicability of this type of model in predicting
direct support maintenance costs and training costs
for combat, ccmbat support and combat service support
units should te investigated.
2. A test of the techniques with a higher resolution of
data, to include the 9xplanation of outlier values.
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should be made to isolate the effects of large
variance observations on the model.
3. An investigation of location peculiar influences
should be done by comparing the expenditures of like
battalions on different installations.
4. The data base should be expanded to include more than
one fiscal year. Inclusion of several years in the
data base necessitates adoption of a weighting
scheme. Recent data points are given more wieght in
the model than points obtained early in -che data
base.
The Battalion Commander of the 1980»s, confronted by
demands for resource management at -che unit level, can
effectively employ existing data sources with minimal time




TBAINING EVENT CATEGORY ISSUE DEFINITIONS
Th€S€ definitions are extracted from the Tra ining
Management Control Syste m Cadre Training P acket publishsd by
Headquarters, US Army Forces Command, Fort McPherson,
Georgia, dated April 1982.
1 • Training of Battalions -Resources required tc provide
individual through battalion level collective
training in Army units.
^) Individual Soldiers's Manual/ Air crew Tra inin g
M anual Tr aining -Category accounting for
individual and crew training that must be
accomplished separately from unit collective
training. Examples; Soldiers Manual training,
maintenance training. Expert Infantryman training.
t") Individual Weapons Training -Category accounting
for training in individual weapons proficiency.
Examples: M- 16 field and record fire, pistol
familiarization and qualification, LAW training.
c) S gua d/Crew Soldier's Manual, A 5TE P, and Ai rcre w
Training Manual Training -Category accounting for
squad/crew level proficiency training. Examples:
Squad/crew level ARTEP task training with
integrated Soldier's Manual training, squad
live-'fire training and evaluation.
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d) Crew Served Weapo ns Training -Category accour.ting
for training conductad in crew served weapons.
Examples: TOW qualification, M-60 machine gun
qualification.
€) Weapons System Gunnery -Category accounting for
major battalion level weapons systems. Examples:
Tank gunnery, attack helicopter gunnery.
f) Ii§toon and C ompan y Soldier *s Manual/ ARTE P
Training and Eva lua-cicn -Category accounting for
training conducted at platoon and company level.
Examples: Garrison and field AETEP task training,
9) Ccntinqency Miss ion/Special Envi ronme nt Tra ining
-Accounting for resources required for training
for contingency missions the do not correlate
directly with AET EP missions and that are required
fcr training individuals and units for operations
in mountain, northern, jungle, desert, amphibious
environments or other special environments.
Examplas: civil disturbance training,
reconnaissance of contingency mission sites.
^) illiii E xcha nge vith Allied Na-ions -Accounts for
resources associated with the exchange training
program.
i) Battalion Soldier's Mar.ual/AETEP Training (FTX)
-Accounts fcr resources provided for battalion
level training required to overcome deficiencies
found on AETEP evaluations in the Field Training
Exercise ncde. Training consists of battalion
level AETEP tasks.
J) Battalion Soldier's Manual/ AHTE P Tra inin g
(CPX/TEWT) -Accounts for training in battalion
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level tasks conductad in Ccmmand Pest
Exercise/Tactical Exarciss Without Troops mode.
k) Batt alion External Evalu ation s -Accounts for
resources required for battalion external
evaluations.
1) Emergency Deployment/Employment Trainin g for On it s
-Accounts for resources necessary to conduct
training for Emergency Deployment Readiness
Exercises, Unit Readiness Tests and alerts,
m) Ccmbined Arms Live Fire Exsrcise -Accounts for
resources consumed in defensive or offensive
combined live fire exercise for maneuver units
augmented by an appropriate portion of divisional
and combat support elements.
^) O the r -Accounts for resources consumed in
battalion training events not applicable to ether
categories.
2- Trai nin g of Briga des and Divisions -Accounts for
resources required tc provide deployment, command and
control, and sustainment training to brigades,
divisions and corps. Resources shown provide fuel,
spare parts, transportation, travel, and supplies re
support training to the basic proficiency levels
required by war plans and specific contingency
fflissicns.
^) Brigade Com man d P ost Ex erc ise (CPX) -accounts for
resources for field or garrison command post
exercise or computer simulation-
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b) D ivi sion Command Post Exercise (CPX) -Acccun-r.s for
resources fcr division CPX or computer simulaticn.
This includes all subordinate units supporting the
CPX.
c) Corps Co mman d £2Si Exercise -Accounts for
resources for corps CPX or computer simulation.
This includes subordinate units supporting the
CPX.
^) Eriqada E merg ency Deployment /Employment Tra ining
-Accounts for resources for brigade level
Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercises, Unit
Readiness Tests, and alerts.
®) B rigade Field Training Exercises -Accounts for
resources provided for brigade level field
exercises with participa-cion by the brigade
headquarters and headquarters company, an
appropriate portion of divisional combat support,
and combat service support elements, and az least
one maneuver battalion.
f) Division F iel d Training E xercise -Accounrs for
resources provided for division level field
exercises with participation by the division
headquarters and headquarters company with organic
ccmbat, combat support, and combat service support
elements.
9) Ccr^s Field Training Exercise -Accounts for
resources provided for Corps level field
exercises.
h) Othe r -Accounts for resources provided for Brigade




3- S£€c_ial Pequ irement s ( MACOM unique) -Accounts for
resources provided for recurring responsibilities
necessary for total force readiness. Resources
provide fuel, spare parts, transportation, travel,
and supplies to support field and garrison assistance
to ether Army and US Government activities by Army
units.
^Ilil Mission A ctivit y (MACOM unique)
a) Operational Mission Activity -Accounts for
resources required to accomplish assigned
operational missions.
^) On it Mission S upp ort Activity -Accounts for
resources required to support other units on
operational missions.
c) Other -Accounts for mission activities which do
net fall under either of the above two categories.
f5ice S ust ai r. nien t -Accounts for P2 mission costs
incurred by units to exist every day of the year in
the force structure (billeting, administrative and
logistical ccsts) with the exception of units
performing 24 hour operational missions. Force
sustainment ccsts will continue to be incurred while
the unit is conducting training and should be viewed
as the cost cf ownership of having the unit in the
force structure while conducting no training. These
resources are considered fixed cosrs-
a) Support to Inst all at
i
ons /Lo cal Commun itie s
-Accounts for P2 Mission resources used for
installation housekeeping functions and special
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requirements. Combat support and combat service
support units providing installation support must
assess the training value obtained from providing
support and determine which funding issue
resources should fce applied to.
b) Garrison Operational Fixed Costs -Accounts for
fixed cost resources computed as the costs
remaining after all training and support costs are
identified
.
<^) Othe r Costs -Accounts for other force susxainment
costs not categorized in the above two categories.
6 • Participati on in Joint Exercises
^) P art icipaticn in Joint Sxercise (Exter nall y
F und ed) -Accounts for unit participation in
externally directed and funded (JCS,REDCOM) Joint
Training or Readiness Exercises.
t") P art i cip at ion in Joint Exercise s (Inter nall y
Funded) -Accounts for unit participation in Army





KEY TRAINING EVENTS OF FIRST BRIGADE ONITS
1-4 Jungle Operation Training Center
16-17 Squad ARTE?
21-23 Battalion Combat Training Team
34-35 Battalion ARTEP
39-40 Division Field Training Exercise
50-52 Company Amphibious Raid Course
Field Training Exercise
Figure B.1 Major Training Events of First Battalion,
EVENT ( S)
Field Training Exercise





Division Field Training Exercise
Field Training Exercise
Joint Readiness Exercise
















34-35 Field Training Exercise
39-40 Division Field Training Exercise
45-46 Support of Reserve Component
Annual Training
50-52 Field Training Exercise













Division Field Training Exercise
Company ARTEP























Suppcrt of Reserve Component
Annual Training
Squad ARTEP
Support of Reserve Component
Annual Training
Division Field Training Exercise
Jungle Operarions Training Center
Company ARTEP
Major Training Events of Second Battalion,
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i!IM(S) 2 VENT (S)
18-19 Squad ARTEP
30-31 Platoon ARTEP
38-39 Support of Reserve Component
Annual Training
39-UO Division Field Training Exercise
^2 Eattalion Command Post Exercise
a5-46 Company ARTEP
49-50 Battalion Landing Operations
Course




DNIT COST PER DAI-TOFHIS REPORTED DATA
This appendix lists the TUFMIS reported average cost per
day. The ccst for the three day FY-81 carry over period is
denoted as Weeic 0. Negative daily cos-s, as indicated,
resulted from:
1. Unit cancellation of a previous requisition (with
credit given)
2- TUFMIS input error
3. Errors in submission of requisition (wrong price,
quantity, etc)
FIRST EBIGADE SECOND BRIGADE
WEEK EN J BN2 BN3 Ml MZ MI
13 97.80 473.60 431.00 174.60
1 456. 15 225.40 580.28 344.08 4.73
2 69.02 81.00 349.52 223.94 -1.15 -36.31
3 92.47 740.00 1307.41 158.30 17.59 515.63
a 210.01 16 15.82 1041.54 1381.65 644.79 1395.79
5 175.10 983.50 379.40 38.70 102.70 363.00
6 672.68 2778.04 820.64 975.24 842,71 4 76.97
7 865.59 1344.12 561.22 675.26 660.44 495.53
8 3 23.55 82.81 328.69 411.69 422.71 20 1.85
9 6 39.65 259.40 569.61 792.73 795.67 -55.58
10 683.44 210.46 678.85 577.46 1071.77 510.79
11 153.61 1049.65 542.63 427.83 1218.24 1334.2
12 229.76 555.55 928. 16 400.53 1261.60 1492.48
13 466.45 5 2 8.72 1972.00 823.00 678.90 1171 .00
14 660.54 211.32 981.54 1572.93 1757.41 1471.19
15 1140.06 193.07 676.29 1822.33 2374.61 1662.05
16 3551.37 845.37 1221.87 1518.87 3489.37 2086.75
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FIRST EPIGADE SECOND BRIGADE
WEEK BN 1

































































































































































































FIRST EBIGADE SECOND BRIGADE
WEEK EN 1 BN2 BN3 3N1 BN2 BN3
48 12 82.35 644.49 2327.37 1532.86 1448. 97 4137.45
49 306.36 155.14 488.18 678.83 614.36 954.48
50 214.36 169.18 580.14 560.87 463.00 1778.06
51 67.58 701.21 373.93 457.39 523.88 849.68
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Figure E- 1
10 20 30 40 50
TRAINING WEEK
Daily Cost-First Bn., First Brigade,
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Figure E. 2 Daily Cost-Second Bn- , First Brigade.
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Figure E. 3 Daily Cost-Third Bn., First Brigade.
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Figure E,4 Daily Cost-First Bn., Second Brigade,
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Figure E-5 Daily Cost-Second Bn-, Second Brigade.
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Figure E,6 Daily Cost -Third Bn- , Second Brigade,
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Figure E.7 Smoothed Cost-First Bn. , First Brigade.
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Figure E-8 Smoothed Cost-Second Bn., First Brigade
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Figure E.9 Smoothed Cost-Third Bn-, First Brigade.
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Figure E.10 Siocthed Cost-First Ba-, Second Brigade,
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Figure E.11 Smoothed Cost-Second Bn., Second Brigade.
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Figure E-12 Smoothed Cost-Third Bn., Second Brigade
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Figure E-13 Rough Values-First Bn- , First Brigade
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Figure E.14 Roagh Values-Second Bn., First Brigade
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Figure E-15 Rough Valaes-Third Bn. , First Brigade
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Figure E.16 Rough ?alues-First Bn. , Second Brigade
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Figure E.17 Rough Values-Second Bn. , Second Brigade.
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UNIT COST PER DAY- SMOOTHED DATA
Data given in this appendix list the average cost per
day fcr smcothed data. The cost for the three day FY-SI
carry-over period is listed as Week 0. Negative costs, as
indicated, result frcm:
1. Unit cancellation of a previous requisition (with
credit given)
2. TOFMIS input error
3. Errors in submission of requisitions (wrong price,
quantity, etc)
FIRST BRIGADE SECOND BRIGADE
WEEK BNl EN2 BN3 BNJ 3N2 BN3
1230.42 473.60 580.28 344.08 4.73
1 456. 15 225.40 431.00 223.94
2 92.47 225.40 580.28 223.94 4.73
3 92.47 740,00 1041.54 223.94 17.59 515.63
4 17 5. 10 983.50 1041.54 158.30 102.70 515.63
5 210.01 1615.82 820.64 975.24 644.79 476.97
6 672.68 1344.12 561.22 67 5.2 6 660.44 476.97
7 672.68 1344.12 561.22 675.26 660.44 476.97
8 639.65 259.40 561.22 675.26 660.44 201.85
9 639.65 210.46 569.61 577.46 795.67 20 1.85
10 639.65 259.40 569.61 577.46 1071 .77 510.79
11 229.76 555.55 678.85 427.83 1218. 24 1334.20
12 229.76 555.55 928.16 427.83 1218.24 1334.20
13 466.45 528.72 981.54 823.00 1261.60 147 1. 19
14 660.54 211.32 981.54 1572.93 1757.41 1471,19
15 1140. 06 211.32 981.54 1572.93 2374.61 166 2.05
16 1140.06 845.37 1221.87 1518.87 2374.61 1662.05
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FIRST ERTGADE SECOND BRIGADE
WEEK EN1 EN2 BNj1 IliJ[ BN2 BNj*
17 217. 25 845..37 1221. 87 795,.53 808..69 1314. 66
18 217. 25 1800..16 1150.,50 704..75 808..69 1314.,66
19 445. 57 557,.14 1150. 50 651,, 14 346,,42 141 1.,00
20 800. 82 557,,14 1191,,85 651,.14 538..50 1986,,17
21 4 45. 57 4€4..75 1191. 85 311.,37 346.,42 1986. 17
22 -98. 38 484,.75 1192.,37 311,,37 538..50 -348.,88
23 -9 3. 38 724.,28 1192. 37 311,,37 70.,28 -348, 88
2U 204. 42 724..28 2319. 42 461 . 28 70..28 -235.,13
25 360. 57 278..15 2319. 42 461,.28 70..28 -28. 29
26 360. 57 2 13..70 2319.,42 438..80 1621 . 90 53,,42
27 360. 57 278..15 3168,,30 438.,80 1621.,90 126, 00
28 756. 00 1716..40 3168..30 558..42 1610..79 469,,28
29 8 19. 42 1716..40 1617..35 558.,42 1454..42 982,,21
30 8 19. 42 -150..31 1487.,19 552..28 1135..57 1 146..17
31 794. 26 -150..31 1285. 44 552,,28 1085.. 10 1336, 83
32 551. 36 -77..19 -584..47 552..28 651 . 40 1336,.83
33 551. 36 567..63 -584. 47 607.,48 651,.40 1559,,63
34 691. 54 587,.63 798.,68 517.,25 824..25 603,,40
35 1004. 25 1013..10 798,,68 96 1.,04 2069..65 682, 59
36 1047. 12 1242..45 1230..50 961..04 933..84 682..59
37 1047. 12 1013..10 510,,75 961.,04 933,,84 632.,59
38 391. 18 820..92 93,,14 490..18 345..44 365,.92
39 391. 18 699..87 -490, 21 490., 18 845..44 365,,92
40 997. 26 699..87 -4418,,07 1629,.58 1260..28 576..38
41 1394. 21 2224..28 -4418. 07 2089.,40 1467..59 1801.,75
42 20 47. 87 2844..94 350,,15 1708..76 1467..59 1801.,75
43 1394. 21 2844..94 350, 15 1708,,76 730,,87 70 2, 70
44 1261. 96 2259..91 350., 15 1708..76 730..37 702. 70
45 1261, 96 2259..91 1525. 07 628.,84 1165.,53 1581.,63
46 1261. 96 2259..91 1644,,54 2318,,54 1165..53 1836.,1 1
47 1282. 35 813,.90 2327,,37 1532,,86 1443..97 3626, 81
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Events as described for each unit were determined by
talcing the daily costs for those training weeks that were
greater than one standard deviation away from the unit mean.
First Brigade events are listed in Fig. G.I with Second
Brigade in Fig. G.2.
UNIT TRAINING WEE K ( S) JIINT(S) HIGH/LOW COST
1st Bn. a2-48 Start of 4th Quarter High
FTX-Week 50-52
16-17 ARTEP-Week 17 High
23-24 Special Training-Meek 2 1-24 Low
52-53 FTX Low
End of 4th Quarter
3-5 Special Training- Week 1-4 Low
2nd Bn. 42-47 FTX-Week 42-44 High
JTX-Week 47-53
Start of 4th Quarter
29-30 FTX-Week 25-26 High
Start of 2nd Quarter
31-33 Exchange Program-Week 28-32 Low
3rd Bn. 25-32 FTX-Week 35-36 High
Start of 2nd Quarter
39-40 Division FTX-Week 39-40 Low
33-34 FTX-Week 35-36 Low
Figure G. 1 First Brigade Influential Events.
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UNIT TRAINING WEEK(S) EVENT(S) HISH/LCj^ COST
1st Br.. 41-49 ARTEP-Week 37-38 High
ARTEP-weeJc U7-U9
Start of 4th Quarter
15-17 ARTEP-Wsek 20-22 High
Start of 2nd Quarter
1-5 ARTEP-Weak 1-2 low
JTX-»€ek 6-7
2nd Bn. 15-17 ARTSP-Week 20-22
Start of 2nd Quarter
27-30 ARTEP-Week 30-3 1
Start of 3rd Quarter
1-5 Start of 1st Quarter
24-25 ARTEP-Week 20-22
End of 2nd Quarter
3rd En- 47-49 ARTEP-Week 46-47 High
End of 4th Quarter
Special Training- Week 50-51
21-22 ARTEP-Week 19-20 High
23-26 End of 2nd Quarter Low
2-3 Start of Ist Quarter Low








LAG K SAMPLE AOTOCOHBEIATIOH COEFFICIENTS
FIRST BRIGAEE SECOND BRIGADE
K BN1 MI EN3 BN1 BN2 BN3
1 .733 .689 .694 .6 38 .644 .707
2 .383 .357 .345 .465 .336 .334
3 . 172 .098 .221 .249 .052 .123
4 . 137 .010 .018 . 167 -.029 .014
5 .206 -.016 -.110 .171 -.070 .001
6 .148 -.056 -.120 .139 -. 103 -.010
7 -.015 -.06 3 -.051 .035 -.217 -.127
8 -. 102 -. 103 .098 -.097 -.332 -.203
9 -. 100 -. 137 .075 -.121 -.361 -.233
10 -.052 -. 100 -.017 -. 143 -.304 -.232
11 .015 -.074 -.033 -.132 -. 157 - .198
12 .023 -.093 -.173 -. 196 -.076 -.094
13 .007 -.035 -.335 -.182 -.024 -.056
14 -.016 -.100 -.314 -.197 -.006 .022
15 -.026 -.08 4 -.273 -.171 -.066 .098
16 -.031 -.055 -.235 -.142 .075 .126




COHPOTEB LISTING FOR FIRST BM. , FIRST BDE.
FILE: HALL SCRIPT ^AVi^L PCiTGRADUATE SCHOOL
REGRESSICN CN INITIAL VARIABLES
REGRESS CI CN 9 PRED C2-C5 ClO-Cl^ RESIO IN C60
A6 CASES J.SEC
t CASES CCN7AINED MISSING VALUES
Tht R£GR£SSIC.\ ECUATION IS
Y = 2C1. • 0.984 XI - 10.9 Xi
.
+ 9t.5 >3 - 107. X4 - C.357 X5
-0.0353 >6 +0.0436 >7 C,3i3 >fl
- 0.253 X 9
ST. DEV. T-•RaTIC =
CCLLNN COEFFICIENT CF CCEF. COEF/S.O.
— 2J1.0 1G8. 8 i.a5
XI LAG 1 O.Sc4 2 0.1621 t>.07
X2 PRE EX -1U.9 111.4 -O.IG
X3 PCST EX 96.5 1C9. ^ 0.£6
X4 ON EX -106.9 121. 9 -0. 88
X5 LAG 2 -0.3570 0.2Z3>2 -i.cO
X6 LAG 3 -0.0353 0.2305 -0.15
X7 LAG A 0.0436 0.2355 0. 19
X8 LAG 5 0.3130 0.2300 1.36
X9 LAG i -0.2£2t 0.1716 -1.47
THE ST. CEV. CF Y AdOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 298.1
hITH ( 46-lC) = 36 DEGREES OF fPEECCM
R-SCLAREC = 46.2 PERCENT

















FURTHER ANAIYSIS OF VARIANCE























































R DENOTES AN CBS. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
CUREIN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 2.11
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FILE: HALL SCRIPT A NAVAL PQST&RACUATE SCHOOL
RESIDUAL PLCT CF INITIAL REGRESSICN





- * 4 * * *
Cai-t- « « « « «
- 4 t* * * *
-1.1+ *
-2.f+ *
i 4 + ^ — + —— •WEEK
0. 14. 28. 42. 56, 7C.
6 MISSINC CBSERVATICNS
STEPWISE REGPESJION
STEPWISE RECPESS CI ON C2-C5 C1C-C14
STEPIaISE REGPESSIQN CFCCST/CAY L^ 9 PftECICTCRS, WITH N « 46




























































































































REGRESSICN CN V/RIABLE FROVICED £ If STEPWISE
REPRESS CI C^ 4 PREO C2 C4 C5 CIC RciiOS IN C30
50 CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCMAINcD MISSING VALUES
THE REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
Y = 255. • 0.946 XI iC^. X2
- iCO, >2 - 0.338 >4
SI. DEV. T-RATIC =
CCLL^N COEFFICIEMf CF CCEF. COEF/S.C.
— 254.82 82.84 3.ca
XI LAG 1 0.9459 0,139 9 6.76
>2 PCST EX 109.4 1C2. 3 1.07
X3 CN E> -ICO. 36 95.43 -i.C5
>4 LAG I ' -0.3377 0.137 7 -2.45
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 290 .0
WITH ( 50- 5 J = 45 DEGREES OF fPEECCM
R-SCLAR EC = 63. C PERCENT
R-SCUARtC = 59. 7 PERCENT, ACJUSTEC FCR CF.
ANALYST S OF VARIANCE
CUE TO CF SS MS=<S/CF
REGRESSICN 4 6441926 1610481
RESICUAL «5 3782e94 £4067
TGTAL 49 10225820
FURTHER ANALYSI i OF VARIANCE
•
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VAPiABL£i WHEN ENTERED IN THE ORDER GIVEN
DUE TO CF SS
REGRESSICN 4 6441926
LAG 1 1 5739509
FGST cX 1 cC14o
CN EX 1 136318
LAG 2 1 505458
>1 Y PREC. Y ST.OcV.
ROM LAG 1 COST/DAY VALlE PREO. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
17 IKC 217.2 £47. c i09.3 -630.5 -2.35*«
18 211 217.2 184.6 155.8 })Z,b C.i3 X
38 1C^7 391.2 IGCl.O 38.1 -609.8 -2.iiR
39 I ''.I 391. 2 28C.2 134.4 ili.C C.-,3 X
40 2U 997.2 292.^ 84.9 604.9 2. loR
42 12S4 2047.9 1346.1 101.4 701.7 2.58^
43 2C4€ 1394.2 ia2C.4 143.5 -436.1 -1.73 X
44 12«4 1262.
C
991.3 150.0 270.6. 1.09 X
R CENOTES t^l^ ::^%. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
X DENOTES AN CBS. WHOSE X VALUE CIVES IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
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file: hall script a naval fOSTGRACUATE SCHOOL
CUREIN-k«ATSCN SIATISTIC = 1.96
8ESICUALS Ch PEGRESSION OF SELcCTcC URIABLES





C.-+ * , *





0. 14. 28. 42. 56. 7C.
2 MISSING CBSERVATICNS
INCLUSION Cf fCLRTH QUARTER VAi^UELE
REGRESS CI CN 5 PRED C2 C4 C5 C9 CIO REiiC C21
50 CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCMAINEO MISSING VALLcS
THE REGRESS JCN ECUATION IS
y = 284. 0.887 Xi i3C. )i2
- 129. ;(3 -» 215. >4 - C.4Cf X5
CCLL^N COEFFICIENT
2E3.75
XI LAG 1 0.8870
>2 PCST EX 129.72
X3 CN £> -129.10
X4 FCUPlt- 215.4
X5 LAG 2 -0.4053
THE ST. CEV. CF Y A3QUT REGRESSICN L JNE IS
S = 280.6
k»ITh ( £0- H = 44 DEGREES OF fSEECCM
R-SCLAREC = tt.l PERCENT
R-StUAR£C = 62.3 PERCENT, ACJUSTEC FCR 3.F,
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OLE TO CF SS l'S=iS/OF
REGRESSICN 5 6761109 12f2221
PESICJAL AA 3464705 :e745
TOTAL 49 10225820
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC 8Y EACH VARIABLE WHEN EMEREO IN THE ORDER GIVEN
DUE TC CF SS
REGRESSICN 5 67611C9
LAG 1 1 57395C9
POST EX 1 60146










fILE: IIALL SCRIPT A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
CN EX 1 136818
FOURTH 1 14Ci29 .
LAG 2 1 68^512
>1 Y PR£C. V ST.DEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALUE PREO. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
18 in 217.2 14^.1 152.1 73.1 C.31 X
41 ^Sl 1394.2 1354.9 142.1 39.3 C.io X
42 12«^ 2047.
S
1461.4 113.6 586.5 2.29R
43 2C^f 1394.2 idee. 3 141.1 -4b0 .1 -2.0URX
44 13": 4 1202.C luiS.6 146.8 226.4 C.95 A
49 1076 306.4 934.2 94.5 -o27.a -i.SSR
R DENOTES A^ CeS. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
X DENOTES AN G6S. WHOSE X VALUE GIVES IT URGE INFLUENCE.
CURBIN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 2. CO
RESIDUALS Cf f-CCIFiCATICN REGRESSICN

















CCMPOTER LISTING FOB SECOND BN. , FIHST BDE.
FILt: I2ALL SCRIPT NAVAL PCSTGRACUA7E SCHCCL
iSEGPESSICN CN IMTIAL V^lfilABLcS
REGRESS CI CN 9 PRED C2-C5 CJO-CIA R£SJO IN C60
At CRISES L£EC
6 CASES CCNIAINEO MISSING VALUES
THE REGRESSICN ECUATION IS
Y » 2ib. * 0.559 XI - 2^7. >i2
* 527. >3 < 124. X4 -0.031^ X5
- 0.26C >t •» 0.156 >7 -C.OiCS X8
-0.C694 > 9
ST. OEV. T-RATIC




XI LAG 1 0.5588 0.169S 3.29
X2 PRE E> -247.2 ISl. A -1.29
>3 FCS7 EX 537.0 2C2.5 2.61
X4 CN E> 124.2 1S1.2 0.65
X5 LAG 2 -0.0312 0.iS3C -0. 16
X6 LAG 2 -0.2600 0.1918 -1.26
X7 LAG A 0.1557 0.1901 0.82
X8 LAG f -0.0105 0.1897 -0.06
X9 LAG « -0.0694 0.1714 -0.40
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 52 9.1
UITH ( 46-lC) = 36 OEGREES OF fPEECCM
R-SGUAREC = i2.t PERCENT













FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE


































































F DENOTES Ah 0B£. WITH A LARGE SI. R:S.
> DENOTES AN CBS. WHOSE X VALUE Qi\JBi IT LARGE INFLLENCE.
CURBIN-WATSCN SIATISTIC = 1.74
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FILE: I2ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL POiTGRAOUATE SCHOCL
RESICUALS FPCM INITIAL REGRESSICh




l.C* » » *






0. 14. 23. 42. 56. 7C.
6 MISSING CBSERVATIONS
STEPWISE REGRESSION
STEPWISE REGRESS CI ON C2-C5 CiC-C14
STEPWISE REGRESSION OFCCST/DAY CN 9 PRECICTCRSt WITH N 46












































NC. SUBCOMHANO* CR HELP)
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FILE: I2ALL SCRIPT A NAVAl PCSTGRACUATE SCHOCL
FORCE C5























































































MORE? (YESt NC, SUBCOMMAND, CR hELP)
10U

file: I2ALL SCRIPT AAVAL PC^TGR/CU47E SCHOOL
PEGRESSICN CN STEPWISE SELECTED V/RI/8LES
PEGRESS CI C^ 4 PREO C2 C4 C5 CIC RE5I0S IN C30
50 CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCNTAINEO MISSING VALUES
The REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
Y = 269. • 0.699 Xi + 43^.
eC.a >3 - 0.230 >4
m
ST. OEV. T-RATIC
coLU^^ COEFFICIENT OF COEF. COEF/S.O
— 2fc8. 8 135.0 1.99
XI LAG 1 0.6989 0.1483 4.71
>2 FCST EX 436.1 177.4 2.46
X3 CN E> eo. a 150.2 0.54
XA LAG 2 -0.2296 0.1370 -1.68
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 519.6

















FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

































































R DENOTES AN CBS. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
X DENOTES AN CES. WHUSE X VALUE GIVE* IT LARGE INFLUENCE.











PESICUALS Cf SELECTED V^RIAELE P£GflE5SICN





- « « 4 f
* * 4* * *
-C,2+ * * « «
- « ;» iMi » «






0. l<i« 28. 42. 36. 7C.
2 MISSINC CE5ERVATI0NS
REGRESSICN HTH FOURTH CUARTER VAfllALEE ACOEC
REGRESS CI CN 5 PREO C2 C4 C5 CS CIO RESIOS IN C32
5C CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCNIAINED MISSING VALLES
THE REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
Y = 354. •» C.664 XI -» 428. X2
- 74.7 >3 * 414. )(4 - C.315 X5
ST. DEV. T-•RATIO »
ccLlJ^^ COEFFICIENT GF CCEF. COEF/S.O.
333. S 135.0 2.47
Xl LAG 1 0.6643 0.1446 4.59
>2 POST EX 427.6 172.0 2.49
X3 CN E)> -74.7 165. 6 -0.45
X4 FCUPIH 413.5 210.0 1.97
>5 LAG 2 -0.3153 0.139 8 -2.25
THE ST. DEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 503.7
hITh ( 50- d) a 44 DEGREES OF fPEE£CM
R-SCUAREC = 59.-; PERCENT




FILE: I2ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL PGiTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
CUE TO CF SS WS*iS/DF
FEGFESSICN 5 16562957 33125gC
RESIDUAL 44 lllt5C56 2i3751
TCT^L 4S 27728004
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC £Y EACH VARIAoLE WhEN EMERED IN THE ORDER GIVEN
CLE TO CF SS
PEGRESSICN 5 16562957
LAG 1 1 13202247
POST EX i 1512C£7
CN EX 1 1C6952
FCUPTH 1 451352
LAG 2 1 129C317
>1 > PREC. ^ ST.OEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALIE PREO. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
19 18CC 557.1 169C.6 171.8 -1133.7 -2.39P
30 lilt -150.3 356.3 231.4 -1008.6 -2.25R
31 -IfC -150.3 -3£1.£ 284.0 231.5 C.56 X
47 22dC 813.9 1869.1 185.4 -1075.2 -2.30R
R DENOTES A^ CES. WITH A LARGE ST. R£S-
X DENOTES AN CBS. WHOSE X VALUE CIVES IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CUReiN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 2.C4
RESICUALS AfTER MODIFICATION





C.C-<- 4 4 « « « 4





0. 14. 28. 42. 5o. 7C.
2 MISSING CBSERVATIONS
REGRESSICN HTH GN-EX REMCVEC
REGRESS CI CN 4 PREO C2 CIO C4 C9 REilOS IN C33
50 CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCNTAINEO MISSING VALLES
THE REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
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FILE: 12-aLL SCRIPT A NAVAL PCiTGRACUATE SCHOCL
V = 502. • 0.662 XI - 0. 3C3 Xi
+ 436. >3 -t 368. X4
ST. UEV. T-RATIC =




XI LAG 1 0.O623 0.143 5 4.62
X2 LAG 2 -0.5030 0.1359 -2.23
X3 PCS7 EX 436.2 169.4 2.57
X4 FCUPTh 3oa.4 1^3. C 2. CI
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 499.3
WITH < 50- 5» = 45 DEGREES OF fPEECCM
P-SCUAREC = f9.f PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = 56. C PERCENT, ACJUSTtC FCft D.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
CUE TO CF SS t»S'iS/DF
REGPESSICN 4 16511325 41^7829
RESIDUAL 45 1121t£!88 2'<926C
TOTAL ^9 2772eCC4
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VARIABLE Wh£\ EMERED IN Th£ ORDER GIVEN
DUE TC CF SS
REGPESSICN 4 16511325
LAG 1 1 13202247
LAG 2 1 726062
POST EX 1 1572426
fCURTH 1 101C586
>1 Y PREC. Y SJ.OEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/OAV VALUE PREO. Y RESIDUAL S7.RES.
19 18CC 557.1 1674.4 lc6.4 -1117.3 -2.37R
30 1716 -150.3 91£.7 186.9 -1069.1 -2.3iR
31 -15C -150.2 -317.6 243.6 167.3 C.3a X
42 2224 2844.9 2367.8 238.5 477.1 1.09 X
47 ZZtC 813.9 191E.6 171.9 -1104.7 -2. 368
48 814 644.5 524.7 228.5 119.8 C.27 X
R CENOTES AN CBS. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
> DENOTES AN CES. WHOSE X VALUE CIVES IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CUR6IN-WATSCN STATISTIC « 2. CO
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FILE: I2ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL PC5TGSACUATE SCHOCL
RESICUALS AfTEft MODIFICATION
FLCT C32 VS C52
2.C+ { * •
«
1.C+ *
C.C-t- 4> « « « * «
« * « «
-
-1.C+ « »









COMPOTER LISTING FOB TBIRD BN. , FIRST BDE.
FILE: I2ALL SCRIPT NAV^L PCiTGRAOUATE SCHOCL
RETRIEVE 'eClENE*
REGRESSICN C^ IMTIAL V^RIAdLES
REGRESS CI C^ ? PREU C2-C5 ClO-Cl^ R£SIO IN C60
^6 CASES LSEC
6 CASES CCNTAiNED MISSING VAIL£S
THE REGRESSICN ECUATION IS
Y » 720. i.lO XI - 23<>. X2
- 257. >3 - 785. >A - 0.9C7 >5
0.655 >6 - 0.725 X? * C.472 >8
- 0.24S > 9
ST. DEV. T-•RATIO
CCLUJ'N COEFFICIENT CF CCEF. COEF/S.O
719. 9 325. 2 2.21
n LAG 1 1.0978 0.1581 6.94
X2 PRE £> -234.1 302. 1 -0.78
>3 PCST EX -257. 1 3^6.2 -0. 74
>4 CN E> -785.0 3fc4. 6 -2.15
X5 LAG 2 -0.9G74 0.2290 -3.96
X6 LAG 2 0.8551 0.240 8 3.i5
X7 LAG A -0.72f 5 0.239 8 -3.02
X8 LAG f 0.4721 0.2286 2.C7
>9 LAG e -0.2495 0.156 2 -1.60
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 870.
1
k.ITh ( ^6-JC* = 36 DEGREES OF fPEECCM
R-SCLAREC = 66.6 PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = 61. C PERCENT, ADJUSTEC FCR D.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
CUE TO CF SS -S^ SS/OF
REGRESSICN 9 o0i533o9 66^3707
RESIDUAL 36 27251768 7 50992
TCTAL A5 87405138
FURTHER ANALYSI S OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC fiY EACH VARIABLE WHEN ENTERED IN THE ORDER GIVEN
CLE TO CF SS
REGRESSICN 9 60153369
LAG 1 1 42<^'»C137
PRE EX 1 36t335
FCST EX 1 13926
CN EX 1 3882694 -
LAG 2 1 35e'!i675
LAG 3 1 2246478
LAG 4 1 4377725
LAG 5 1 1306064
LAG 6 1 1931377 •
>i y PREC. y ST.OEV.
BCW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALUE PPED. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
40 -4U -4416 -965 332 -3t53 -4.29R
41 -4416 -4416 -3651 663 -367 -1.01 X
42 -4416 35C -931 671 1281 2.31RX
43 2£C 350 lEfO 699 -1000 -1.93 X
44 25C 35C -EC2 706 652 i,za X
45 3fC 1525 2323 726 -798 -i.o6 X
46 1525 1645 «C4 714 740 1.49 X
47 16^5 2327 2221 745 107 C.24 X
R DENOTES AN CE S. WITH A LARGE ST. .US.
> DENOTES AN CE S. WHOSE X VALUE GIVE S IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CUReiN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 1.93
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FILE: I3ALL SCRIPT A KAVAL PCiTCRAOUATE SCHOOL
RESICUALS AfTER INITIAL REGRESSIC^









+ — —' *)nEtK
0. 1^. 28. 42. 56. 7C.
6 MISSING CBSERVATIONS
STEPk«ISE REGPESHON
STEPWISE REGPES5 CI ON C2-C5 CiC-C14
STEPWISE REGPESSIQN QPCCST/DAY C^ 9 PRECICTCRSt WITH N « 46
NiCASES WITl- MISSING OBS.) = 6 N(^LL CASESi » 52
STEP 1
CONSTANT 22^,2
LAG 1 C.70 , .
I-RATIO t,A^
S 1011
P— SC 4 € • ^6





















































































^C, SUBCOMMAND, CR »-£LP)
N
PEGRESSICN C^ SELECTED VARIAfiLES
REGRESS 01 CN 3 PREO C2 C5 CIO RESID IN C30
5C CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCMAINED MISSING VALtcS
THE REGRESSJCN ECUATION IS
V = 450. C.658 Xi - 554, Xi
- 0.271 X2
ST. OEV. T-RATiC '
CCLL^^ COEFFICIENT CF CCEF. COEF/S.O.
450.3 178.7 2.52
XI LAG 1 0.£575 0.1386 6.19
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FILE: 13Ali SCRIPT A NAVAL PC5TGRACUATE SCHOCL
>2 CN E> -553.9 320.4 -i.73
>3 LAG 2 -0.2711 0.1380 -1.96
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSIC.N LINE IS
c
— C2 A 2
Vllh I *50- ^» « 46 DEGREES OF fFEECCM
R-SCUAREC = 54.9 PERCENT
R-SCUAREC ' 52. C PERCENT, ACJUST£C FCR O.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO CF SS »'S=iS/DF
REGRESSICN 3 4811^395 16038131
RESIDUAL 46 39464149 857916
TOTAL 49 8757£592
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VARIABLE WHEN E^TER£D IN THE ORDER GIVEN
DLE TO CF SS
REGRESSICN 3 4811^395
LAG 1 1 42365293
CN E> 1 2437339
LAG 2 1 3311779
>1 Y FREC. Y S7.DEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALuE PRED. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
40 -49C -4418 -549 295 -3869 -^.4iR
41 -4^U -4416- -32:5 641 -1213 -1.81 X
42 -4416 35C -21A1 6C0 2491 3.53flX
43 35C 350 1«48 698 -1598 -2.62RX
R DENOTES A^ CES. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
> DENOTES AN CBS. WHOSE X VALUE GiVEi IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CURELM-KATSCN STATISTIC = 1.95
RESICUALS Cf SELECTED VARIABLE RE^REiSICN




" ** * « « «





0. 14. 28. 42. 56. 7C.
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file: I3ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL PCJTGRACUATE SCHOCL
2 MISSINC CaSERVATIONS
REGRESSICN /F7EP ADDiTICN OF FCLFTH CUARTER EFFECT
REGRESS CI C^ 4 PREO C2 C5 C? CIC RESIO IN C31
50 CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCNTAINEO MISSING VALUES
THE REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
Y = 578. » 0.£35 XI - 526. Xi
- 359. >3 - 0.298 >4
ST. CEV. T-RATIC =
CCLU^^ COEFFICIENT OF CLEF. COEF/S.O.
578. C 212.3 2.72
XI LAG 1 0.8354 0.1397 5.<58
X2 CN £> -52a.
4
320.4 -1.65
X3 FCURll- -358. S 324.4 -l.ii
X4 LAG- 2 -0.2981 0.1398 -2.13
THE ST. CEV, CF Y A80UT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = S24.0
WITH ( 50- 5) =45 DEGREES OF fPEECCM
R-SCUAREC = Se.l PERCENT
R-SCLAREC = 52.2 PERCENT, ACJUSTEC FCR O.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO CF SS ^S= JS/OF
REGRESSION 4 49i5<5030 122 {9762
RESIDUAL 45 38419513 8'.3767
TOTAL 49 87576592
FLRThER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VARIABLE WHEN EATEREO IN THE ORDER GIV£^
OLE TG CF SS
REGRESSICN 4 4915^030
LAG 1 1 42365293
CN £X 1 2437339
FOURTH 1 473759
LAG 2 1 3882661
>1 Y PREC. Y ST.DEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALLE PRED . Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
40 -4<C -4416 -747 344 -3672 -4.28R
41 -4416 -4tl6 -3326 649 -1092 -1.66 X
42 -4416 35C -2155 5S9 25C5 3.56RX
43 3£C 35C 1629 704 -1479 -2.47RX
R DENOTES Ah C8S. WITH A LARGE ST. RtS.
X DENOTES Ah CBS. WHOS£ X VALUE (^l\ti.i IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CURBIN-UATSCh STATISTIC =» 1.63
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PESIDUALS AfTEft INCLUSICN OF FCLflh CUARTER VARIABLE





> « « « «
- « « «
C,C+ * 2** 2*2 < *





0. 1-^. 28. hZ. 56. 7c"
2 MISSINC CE5ERVATICNS
ACCITICN Of LilG 3 VARIAELE
REGRESS CI CN 5 PRED C2 CIO CI 1 C5 C? RESIOS IN C53
A9 CA*^ES L^EC
3 CASES CCN7AINE0 MISSING VALUES
THE REGRESSICN EGUATIQN IS
y a 477. 0.905 XI - 0.5C7 )^2
+ 0.246 >3 - 646. X4 - 224. X5
ST. DEV. T- RATIC =
CCLL^^ COEFFICIENT CF CCEf. CQlEF/S.C.
— 477.3 22i. 9 2.15
XI LAG 1 0.9Ct9 0.1446 o. 2c
)(2 LAG 2 -0.5G66 0.io7Q -2. 71
X3 LAG 3 0.248i 0.1486 1.67
XA CN E> -C45.6 326.5 -1.98
X5 FCUP7I- -224.3 332.6 -0.67
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICA L IKc IS
S = 915.9
I^ITh ( 49- 6) = 43 DEGREES OF fSEECCM
R-SCGAkEC = f£.£ PERCENT



















FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE




































































R DENOTES A^ C3i. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
X DENOTES A^ C£S. WHOSE X VALUE CIVES IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CURBIN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 1.85





« « « «
4* «« ««












CCMPDTEB LISTING FOR FIRST BN., SECOND BDE.
FILE: IIIALL KRIPT NAVAL PCiTGRAUUATE SCHOOL
PETPIEVE • eCiENl*
REGRESSICN CN IMTIAL VARIABLES
REGRESS CI Ch 9 PREO C2-C5 ClO-Cl' RESIO IN C60
^fc CASES LSEC
6 CASES CCMAINEO MISSING VALL ES
THE REGRESSICN ECUATION IS
Y = 277. » 0.656 Xi - 188. X2
+ 56.6 >3 • 205. X4 * Q,ZCt X5
- 0.14^ >e 0,0266 X7 +C.04il XS
- 0.142 X S
ST. Oc:\i, T-RATIC




XI LAG 1 0.6562 0.1644 3.99
X2 PRE EX -187.7 153.7 -1.22
X2 PCS! EX 36.6 130.7 0.28
X4 CN EX 205.0 1^0. 9 1.45
X5 LAG 2 0.2056 0.1B5C i.U
X6 LAG 3 -0.i43a 0.1664 -0.77
X7 LAG A 0.0266 0.1856 0. 14
X8 LAG £ 0.0471 0.1890 0.25
X9 LAG t -0.1418 0.1768 -0.80
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 426.1
VvITh ( 46-lC) = 36 DEGREES OF fREEtOM
R-SCUAREC = <6.4 PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = 25.5 PERCENT, ACJUSTEL FCR O.F,
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO CF SS ^S== «S/DF
REGRESSION 9 6121538 6tCl71
RESlCUAi 26 o535oo6 La546
TOTAL 45 12657213
FURTHER ANAIYSI £ OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VAHIAbLE KhEf. ENTERED IN THE ORDER GIVEN













>1 Y PREC. Y ST.OEV.
ROb« LAG 1 COST/DAY VALi-E PREJ. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
40 4«C 1629.6 8lC .1 182,2 829.5 2.i5R
41 162C 2089.4 134 7 .6 231.J 741.6 i.07R
45 17C9 028.
€
1 3 7 £ ., £ 24 6.7 -749.9 -2.16R
46 629 2318.5 912,8 244.7 1405.7 ^.03R
47 2219 1532.9 1716-5 33 7.9 -183.7 -C.71 X
48 1522 1532.9 1757-5 311.4 -224.7 -C.77 X
49 1532 678.8 1156.0 30 9.
t
-477.2 -1.63 X
5C 679 560.9 7C2..7 305.3 -141.8 -C.4d X
51 561 45 7.4 661-2 294.6 -204.0 -Coo X
R DENOTES AN CBS. WITH A LARGE ST. R£S.
X DENOTES AN 0£S. WHOSE X VALUE CIVES IT URGE INPLU£NC£.
CURBIN-UATSCN STATISTIC » 2.C2
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FILE: IIIALI SCRIPT A NAVAL PQJTGRA0UA7E SCHOCL
RESIDUALS Cf INITIAL REGRESSION









- 2 * "* ^
- «*«* 4 * 4 *Z **




0. 1^. 28. A2. 56. 7C«
6 MISSING CBSERVATIONS
STEPWISE RECFESSICN
STcPUiSE RECRESS CI ON C2-C5 C1C-C14
STEPt^ISE REC^ESSION QpCCST/DAY CI. 9 PRECICTCRS, WITH N - 46












































































































MCRE? (YES» NCt SUBCOMMAND, CR h£LfJ
N
REGRESSION CN SELECTED VARIABLES
REGRESS CI CN 4 PREO C2 C3 C£ CIC REilD IN C30
50 C^SES LSEC
2 CASES CONTAINED MISSING VALUES
THE REGRESSION ECUATICN IS
Y = 1S3. 4 C.5a2 XI - 125, X2
214. >3 • 0.154 X4
ST. DEV. T-RATIC =
COLUf-N COEFFICIENT OF CGEF. COEF/S.D.
192.9 123.6 1.56
XI LAG 1 0.5821 0.1426 4.08
X2 PRE £X -124.7 121.9 -1.02
>3 CN E> 213.9 119.6 1.79
X4 LAG 2 0.153 6 0.142S i.oa
THE ST. CSV. OF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN L JNE IS
S = 399.
C
UITH ( £0- £J = 45 DEGREES OF fREECQM
R-SCLAREC » ^7.C PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = 42.2 PERCENT, ACJUSTEu FCR D.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO CF SS ^'S=fS/OF
REGRESSION 4 6365793 15^1446
RESICUAL 45 7164465 i£921C
TOTAL 49 1353C254
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC EY EACH VARIABLE WHEN ENTERED INI THE ORDER GIVEN
120

FILE: IIIALL SCRIPT NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOCL
DUE TO CF SS
PEGPESSICN 4 6365793
LAG 1 1 5576].41
PRE EX 1 i3CS78
CN EX 1 472ii37
LAG 2 1 184336
>1 Y PREC. Y ST.DEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY ^ALLE PPED. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
14
€23 1572.9 731.8 96.0 835.1 2.16P
40 4SC 1629.6 767.6 10 7.3 86 2. J 2.24ii
41 ie;-c 2089.4 1216.9 172.6 a72.5 2.43P-
46 62 = 2318.5 1035.7 189.0 1282.9 3.65FX
47 221? 1532.9 1853.2 25 7.5 -320.4 -1.05 X
48 1533 1532.9 1655.7 217.3 -122.8
-C.37 X
R DENOTES AN CBS. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
> DENOTES AS CBS. WHOSE X VALUE GIVES IT LARGE IW=LU£NC£.
CLRBIN-UATSCN SIATISTIC » 1.88
RESIDUALS FFCM £EL£CT£0 VARIABLE REGfESSiCN





- 4 * *
* * * 2





0. 14. 28. 42. 56.
WEEK
7C.
2 MI SSINC C85ERVATI0NS
ADDITION OF fCliflH QUARTER EFFECT
REGRESS CI CN 5 PRED C2 CIO C4 C5 C9 RESJC IN C32
CQ CASES L*^EC
'Z CASES CCMAINEO MISSING VALwES
THE REGRESS JCN ECUATION IS
Y = 294. • 0.464 XI 0.0281 X2
- 86.0 >3 » 213. /4 + 351. X5
ST. CEV. T-•RATIC =
COLUMN COE FFICIENT Cf CCEF. COEF/S.C.
— 293.8 146. 4 2. CI
>1 LAG 1 0.4636 0.148 6 3.12
X2 LAG 2 0.0281 0.1474 0.19
X3 fCST EX -86.0 121.5 -0. 71
>4 CN E> 212.7 117.2 1.82
X5 FCURlh 35C. 9 175.2 2.00
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FILE: IIIALL SCRIPT A NAVAL PCSTGA/CUATE SCHOOL
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN L JNE IS
S = 390.7
kITh ( £0- €i = 44 DEGREES OF fRtECQM
P-SCUAREC = fC.^ PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = ^^.1 PERCENT, AOJUST£C FCR O.F.
ANALYSIS OF \,ARIANCE
DUE TG CF SS 5'S=<S/DF
REGRESSICN £ 6812114 13^2622
PESICUAL ^4 6711126 1£2662
TCTAL ^9 13530254
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC 6Y EACH VAPIA6LE Wh£N E^TER£D IN THE ORDER GIVEN
CUE TO CF SS
FEGFESSICN £ 6812114
LAG 1 1 5576141
LAG 2 1 102242
POST EX 1 2525
CN EX 1 516923
FCURTH i 612289
>I Y FREC. Y ST.OEV.
fiOU LAG I COST/DAY VALLE Pl^EO. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
14 822 1572.9 6£7.3 102.2 db5 .a 2.35R
41 162C 2039,4 1221.6 190.7 761.6 2»Z3>^
45 17C9 628.8 1484.8 142.7 -856.0 -2.35P
46 62? 2318.5 ilSi.8 215.7 1121.7 2.44RX
47 23i« 1532.9 194«.£ 261.7 -417.0 -1.44 X
48 1522 1532.9 1622.1 202.8 -100.2 -C.30 X
R DENOTES AN CES. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
> DENOTES AN CES. WHOSE X VALUE GIVES IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CUREIN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 1.62
RESIDUALS AfTER MODIFICATION










- «« « 4 «« «« »








file: IIIALL iCRIPT A NAVAl PCiTGR/CUAT6 SCHOCL
RtMCVAL CF L^G 2 EFFECT
PEGRESS CI C^ ^ PREO C2 C4 C5 CS HESJO IN C33
THE REGRtSSlCN ECUATION IS
Y » 265. -» 0.512 XI - 55.9 Xc
* 170. >3 3*»6. ;«4
ST. OEV. T-RATIC =
CCLtJ^^ COEFFICIENT OF CUEF. COEF/S.O.
264.6 12fa.5 2.06
XI LAG 1 0.5116 0.129^ 3. S5
>2 PCST EX -35.9 116.5 -0.48
X3 CN E> 170.5 112.1 1.52
X4 FCUPTh 245.8 162.1 2. Ij
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 386.7
WITH ( 52- 5 J = 47 DEGREES OF fPEECCM
R-SCUAREC = 5C.5 PERCENT
R-SCLAREC = 4c. 2 PERCENT, ACJUST£C FCR D.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO CF SS »'S=iS/DF
FEGPESSICN 4 7184720 179617E
PESICUAL 47 7029652 149567
TCTAL 51 14214372
FURTHER ANALUIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC EY EACH VARIABLE liHEN £^T£RED IN THE ORDER GIVEN
OLE TC CF SS
REGP6SSICN 4 718-1720
LAG 1 1 614C213
POST EX 1 12327
CN EX 1 35 1649
FCLRTH 1 66C531
^2 > PREC Y ST.OEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALCE PREO. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
14 822 1572. S 685.9 86.5 887.0 2.35R
45 17C? 628.6 1484.9 140.2 -856.1 -2.38P
46 62? 2318.5 11C2.9 183.5 1215.7 2.57RX
47 231« 1532.9 1967.4 192.9 -434.5 -1.30 X
fi DENOTES A^ CBS. WITH A LAPGE ST. RES.
> DENOTES Ah CBS. WHOSE X VALUE GIVE* IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
CUR6iN-WATSC^ STATISTIC = 1.87
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fILE: IIIALL SCRIPT A NAVAL POiTGAAOUATE SCHOCL
RESIDUALS AfTES MODIFICATION







4* «« « « 2 *












COMPOTEB LISTING FOR SECOND BN.
, SECOND BDE.
flLt: II2ALL SCRIPT A hAVAl PCiTGR^OUATc SCHOCL
PETPIEVE ' eC2EN2'
fREGRESSION CN INITIAL VARIABLES
REGRESS CI CN S PREO C2-C5 CiO-C14 RESIO C6C
^6 CASE *^ L *^EC
6 CASES CCN7AINE0 MISSING VAILES
THE REGRESSICN ECUA7I0N IS
y = 711. » 0.577 XI * 51.4 >2
- 2C2. >3 - 95.3 X4 +0.007S X5
- 0.297 Xfc * 0.153 X7 +0.0Q9C XS
-0.G56 3 X 9
ST. DEV. T-RATIO :
ccLlJ^'^ COEFFICIENT CF COEF. COEF/S.D
— 710.8 212.7 3.34
XI LAG 1 0.5770 0.1647 3.50
X2 PRE EX 51.4 1-^5.0 0.35
X3 PCST EX -202.3 151.3 -2.00
X4 CN E> -9 5.3 156.6 -0.61
X5 LAG 2 0.0C79 0.190C 0.04
X6 LAG i -0.2966 0.1871 -1.58
X7 LAG A 0.1527 0.1ba3 0.82
X8 LAG f 0.0090 0.1903 0.05
X9 LAG t -0.0563 0.1548 -0.36
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = -^39.5
WITF L 46-ICi = 36 DEGREES OF fBEc£OM
R-SCLAREC = ^6.1 PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = 35. i PERCENT, A0JUS7EC FCR D.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO CF SS MS= iS/OF
FEbSESSICN 9 6451827 716870
RESICUAL it 695'^639 1,^318^
TCTAL 45 13406467
FORTFER ANALVSi S OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC £Y EACH VARIABLE WHEN E^TEREO IH THE ORDER GIVEN











>1 y FREC. Y SI.DEV.
ROW LAG 1 CQST/DAy VALCE PREO. Y RESIDUAL SI.RcS.
15 17 t'l 2374.6 152^.4 159.1 850.2 2.08R
17 23 75 808. 7 17t;.0 218.8 -95b.
3
-2.51B
26 7C 1621.9 837.5 222.6 784.4 2.07R
35 a 24 2069.6 11^2.6 16 4.4 925.8 2.27F
36 207C 933.8 1815.1 20 9.8 -881.2 -2.28R
R DENOTES A^ CBS. WITH A LARCE ST. RES.
CUReiN-V»ATSCN STATISTIC = 1.E8
125

FILE: Ii2ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL POSTGftAOUAU SCHOCL
PESICUALS FFCM ALL VARIABLES REGfcSSJCN






- * « «
C.5+ *
4f4 * * * * »
« « «« * *
-0.5* * « *





0. 14. 28. 42. 56, 7C.
6 MISSING CBSERVATIONS
STEPWISE REGPESSICN
STEPWISE REGFESS CI ON C2-C5 CiC-CI4
STEPWISE REGRESSION QFCCST/OAY CN 9 PRECICTCRS, WITH N « 46






































































































































hC, SUBCCMMANO, CR HELP*
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^QRE? (YESt NCi SUBCOMMANOt CR h£LP)
REGRESSION CN SELECTED VAARIA6LE*
REGRESS CI CN 2 PRED C2 C4 RESIC C30
THE REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
Y = 405. 0.636 XI - 224. Xi
ST. OEV. T-RATIO =




XI LAG 1 0.6357 0.1012 6.28
X2 POST EX -223.
7
127.8 -1.75
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT RcGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 41 8. c
UITH ( 52- 3) = 49 DEGREES OF fREECCM
ft-SCLAR£C = 49,3 PERCENT
P-SClAREC = 47.3 PERCENT, ADJUSTEC FCR O.F.
ANALVSI S OF VARIANCE
CUE 70 CF ' S5 MS=iS/Of
REGRESSION 2 • 8365264 41£2643
RESIDUAL 49 8596364 1/5436
TCT^L 51 16961669
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VARIAbLE WHEN ENTERED IN THE ORDER GIVEN
CUE TO CF SS
PEGPESSICN 2 8365284
LAG 1 1 7827317
POST EX 1 537965
>1 y PR " C Y ST DEV
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALUE PRcO. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
15 17f7 2374.6 1522.5 106. 5 852.1 2.10P
16 2375 237-+. 6 1914.9 15 9.1 459.7 1.19 X
17 2375 aOa.7 1914.9 159. i -1106.2 -Z.SopX
26 7C 1621.9 t5C.O 114.2 1171.9 2.91R
35 824 2069.6 929.3 71.2 1J,40.4 2.76fl
R DENOTES AN CES. WITH A LARGE ST, RES.
X DENOTES AN C6i. WHOSE X VALUE Ql\/Ei IT LARGE INFLUENCE.
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FILE: JI2ALL JCRIPT A NAV^L PCiTGRACUATE SCHOCL
CUReiN-l<ATSCN STATISTIC = i.S^
R£SICUAL5 FFCM SELECTED VARIABLE REGRESSION





0,C+ * « * 2<i




0. i^« 28. AZ, 5o. 7C.
AODITIGN OF SECCND QUARTER EFFECT
REGRESS CI CN 3 PREO C2 C4 C7 RE5IC IN Ci2
THE REGRESSICN ECUATION IS
y = AC2. • 0.636 XI - 22A, X2
13.0 >3
ST. DEV. T-RATIC =




XI LAG J 0.636G 0.1023 6.21
X2 PCST EX -223.
7
129. 1 -1.73
X3 SECc^c 13.0 135.5 0.10
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 422.2
k«ITh ( 52- <) = 48 DEGREES OF fPEECOM
P-SCLAREC = AS, 2 PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = At, 2 PERCENTt ACJUSTEC FCR O.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO CF SS MS=£S/OF
PEGi^ESSICN 2 8366920 27^8975
RESIDUAL 48 8594727 119057
TCTAL 51 I696l0ft9
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC GY EACH VARIABLE Wh£N E^TER£D IN THE ORDER GIVEN
DUE TO CF SS
REGRESSICN 2 8366930
LAG 1 1 7827317




FILE: II2ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL POiTGRAOUAIE SCHOCL
>1 > PREC. V ST.DEV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAV VALUE PREO. Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
15 1757 237^,6 1522. 5 1^9.3 842.1 2.13R
16 2275 2374.6 192£.0 191.9 449.6 1.19 X
17 2375 808.7 1925. C 191.9 -1116.3 -2.9gFX
26 K 1621.9 459.5 152.5 llb2.4 2.94R
35 82^ 2069.6 926. C 79.7 1143.6 2.75R
R DENOTES AN OSS. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
> DENOTES AN CSS. WHOSE X VALUE GIVES IT URGE INFLUENCE.
CURBIN-hATSCN STATISTIC « 1.84
RESICUALS Cf MCCIFIEO REGRESSICN










0. 14, 28. 42. 56. 7C.
PEMCVAL CF SECCNO QUARTER EFFECT
REGRESS CI CN 2 PREO C2 C4 RESIC C33
Tht REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
Y = 405. 0.636 XI - 224. X2
ST. C£V. T-RATIC =
CCLON COEFFICIENT Zf CCcF. CQEF/S.O.
405.3 119.9 3.36
XI LAG 1 0.6357 0.1013 6.28
X2 PCST EX -223.7 127.8 -1.75
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 418.9
hITh ( 52- 2) = 49 DEGREES OF fPEECUM
R-SCLAREC = <9.2 PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = ^^7.2 PERCENT, AOJUSTiC FCR D.F,
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TG CF SS fS=iS/CF
REGRESSICN 2 83652£4 4142642
RESIDUAL ''•9 8596384 115436
TOTAL fl l6961o69
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE




PRED. Y RESIuUAL ST.RES.
10 6.i> 85 2.1 i.lOR







FILE: II2ALt SCRIPT A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
CUE TO Cf SS
PEGPESSICN 2 8365284
LAG 1 1 7827317
FCST EX 1 537965
>1 V PREC. Y
ROW LAG 1 COST/DAY VALUE
15 1757 2374.6 1522.5
16 2315 2374.6 191-^.9
17 23<5 808.7 191^.9
26 7C 1621.9 45C.0
35 aiA 2069.6 92^.3
R DENOTES A^ CBS. WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
> DENOTES A^ CES. WHOSE X VALUE GIVES I
ClJRBIN-^»ATSC^ STATISTIC » 1.84
RESIDUAL PLCT AFTER REMCVAL CF SECCNC QUARTER EFFECT
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CCMFOTES LISTING FOR THIRD BN., SECOND BDE.
FILE: II3ALL SCRIPT NAVAL PCHGRAOUATE SCHQCL
PETRIEVE • eC2EN2'
RcGRESSICN CN IMTIAL VARIABLES
REGRESS CI CN 9 PRED C2-C5 CiO-Cl^ RESJO C60
46 CASE*^ LSEC
6 CASES CCMAINEO MISSING VALuES
THE REGRESSICN EQUATION IS
V » 401. 0.987 XI 5.03 X2
2A1. >2 * 15i. X4 - 0.591 X5
0.233 X6 - 0.171 X7 C.14« X8
- 0.108 X 9
ST. DEV. T-RATIC




XI LAG 1 0.^865 0.1O53 5.97
X2 PRE EX 5.0 229.8 0.02
X3 POST EX 240.6 2 79.1 0.86
X4 GN E> 150.8 282. t 0.53
X5 LAG 2 -0.5910 0.255 8 -2.31
X6 LAG I 0.2329 0.2435 0.96
X7 LAG 4 -0.1713 0.257C -0.67
X8 LAG £ 0.148 7 0.2510 0.59
X9 LAG t -0.1082 0.2032 -0.53
THE ST. CEV. OF Y ABGUT REGRESSICN L JNE IS
S = 641.1
liITH ( 46-lCJ = 36 DEGREES OF fREECQM
R-SCUAREC = 57.7 PERCENT
R-SCUAREC = 47.1 PERCENT. ACJUSTEC FCR O.F.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DUE TO L? SS fS' 5S/0F
REGRESSICN 9 20i6C417 224G045
PESICUAL 26 14796345 4 11065
TOTAL 45 3495 6744
FURTHER ANALYSI S OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VAPIA8LE WHEN E^TERED IN THE ORCER GIVEN











>1 Y FREC. Y ST. DEV.
ROM LAG 1 COST/DAY VALLc PRED. y RESIDUAL ST.KES.
22 1966 -348.9 1546.5 22 5.8 -1895.4 -3.ioR
26 11 53.4 576.1 43 2.8 -522.7 -1.10 X
27 f3 126. C 213.6 445.7 -87.8 -C.19 X
47 18 36 3826.
a
1634.7 28 3.3 2192.1 3.61R
48 36 2 1 3826.6 3489.5 451.3 337.3 C.74 X
49 38 27 1778. 1 2491.5 42 4.7 -713.4 -1.49 X
50 17 78 95-,.
5
1021.0 44 2.4 -o6.5 -C.14 X
51 9 £4 849.7 62^.7 429.7 220.0 C.46 X
R DENOTES AN CBS. k»I TH A LARGE ST. RES.
X DENOTES A^ CBS. MHOSE X VALUE Gi)JEi IT LARGE INFLliENCE.
CCRBIN-UATSCN STATISTIC = 2.01
132

FILE: II3ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL PCiTGRi>CJAT£ SCHOCL
RESiCUALS ffiCf INITIAL REGRESSICN












0. 14. 28. 42. 56. 7C.
6 MISSINC CBSEAVATIQhS
STEPWISE RECRESSIGN
STEPWISE RECRESS Ci ON C2-C5 Clfl-C14
STEPWISE REGRESSION CFCCST/DAY CS 9 PREDICTCRSt WITH N « 46












































































— SC "^S • '4







































MORE? (YESt NC, SUBCClMM/lND, CR HELP)
REGB53SICN Ch SELECTED ViARIABLES










































CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE
2) = 47 DEGREES OF fPEECDM
IS
56.2 PERCENT
































































































WITH A LARGE ST. RES.
WHOSE X VALUE GIVE5 IT LARQE INFLUENCE.
CURBIN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 1.92
135

FILE: II3ALL SCRIPT A NAVAL P0<TGRA0UA7E SCHOCL
PESIOUALS CF SELECTdO REGRESSION





o.c-<- «* « ** * *»
- 2** * « 2 * *
-2.C+ *
-A.C +
0. 1^. 28. 42. 3o, 7C.
2 MISSING CBSERVATIQNS
REGRESSION ^ITH ADDITION CF FOURTn QLARTER EFFECT
REGRESS CI C^ 3 PREO C2 C9 CIO RcSIO C32
50 CASES LSEC
2 CASES CCN7AINE0 MISSING VALCES
THE RcGRESSKN cCUATIQN IS
Y = 38^. » 0.897 Xi * 372. X2
- 0.373 >3
ST. DEV, T-RATIC =
CCLU^^ COEFFICIENT OF COEF. CQEF/S.O.
— 384.2 127.5 3.01
XI LAG 1 0.8S67 0.1366 6.57
X2 FCURlh 372.3 201.7 1.63
X3 LAG 2 -0.3726 0.133 6 -2.79
THE ST. CEV. CF Y ABOUT REGRESSICN LINE IS
S = 566.
C
WITH ( 50- ^i = 46 DEGREES OF FflEECOM
P-SCUAREC = f<;.2 PERCENT
P-SULAREC = £6.5 PERCENT, AOJUSTEC FCR O.F.
ANALYSIS OF \.ARIANC£
CUE TO CF SS MS=£S/DF
REGRESSION 2 21376333 71i5442
RESICUAL 46 14737577 3iC38i
TOTAL AS 36113910
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINEC BY EACH VARIABLE WHEN £^TER£0 IN THE ORDER GIVEN
CUE TO CF SS
PEGRESSICN 3 21376333
LAG 1 1 18214568
FOURTH 1 67C764
LAG 2 1 2t91003
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IFILE: II3Ai.L SCRIPT A NAVAl P05TGRADJA7t SCHOOL
>1 V PRcO. Y S7.0EV.
ROW LAG 1 COST/OAV VALUE PRfcD . Y RESIDUAL ST.RES.
21 \^.it -348. S 1425. i 161.5 -1774.0 -i.^7R
23 -B^"; -348.9 -6c£,a 303.7 319.9 C.67 X
47 1826 3826.8 1813.6 loO.l 2013.2 3.718
48 3627 3826.6 35C3.9 322.7 3^2.9 C.o9 X
49 3827 1778.1 2762.1 294.6 -984.0 -2.04|;x
50 177£ 954.5 924. S 327.7 29.6 C.06 X
R CENOTES AN CES. WITH A LARCE ST. RES.
> DENOTES AN CBS. WHOSE X VALUE GiWES IT LAAGE INFLUENCE.
CURBIN-WATSCN STATISTIC = 1.96
RESIDUALS AFTER MODIFICATION
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